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Charles Jackson
Mum On Strike
One hundred and fifteen members of the
American Federation of Grain Millers, Local
254, remained on strike at the Fulton Ferry-
Morse Seed Company plant at press time on
Wednesday. The strike is now in its second
week.
Attempts to reach agreement on hourly
wage increases, between the Seed Company
and the Union, a meeting of the two sides con-
ducted by a Federal mediator on Monday,
were apparently fruitless.
Bob Morgan, representing the
Seed Company in the nego-
tiations, told The News that
no area of agreement was in
sight at the meeting, and that
it adjourned with nothing ac-
complished. Charles Jackson,
representing the Union, told
The News nothing, and would
not even discuss it. "No com-
ment," he repeated to questions
about whether or not there was
a meeting, whether or not he
participated, and whether or
not the Union had anything to
say about the current situation.
The News sought to learn
from Mr. Jackson whether or
not there was a reported meet-
ing of the Union membership
on Tuesday, at which time a
reported 30% of the union mem-
bership expressed their de-
sire to accept company wage
offers and get back to work.
Jackson would not recognize
any questions involving the mat-
ter, and when a News reporter
stopped at one of the picket
(Continued on page 8)
Jottings from - - -
Jo's
Notebook
Well, the elections are over. There will be
far more discussion in the postmortems than
there was in the campaign. That's the way the
cookie crumbles. Everybody seems to know
now just EXACTLY how it was going to turn
out. Too bad we can't ye this great advice
before the voting.
But an interesting sidelight on Tw.i.sday's
balloting comes from good friends in Frank-
fort. In talking with them the only thing I
could learn was that they thought: "HOW
SWEET IT IS."
The Democrats made a clean sweep of the
offices in Jefferson County and did pheno-
menally well all over the State.
Seems to me like I hear people asking: "Is
there a Ford in your future."
Sometimes I wish I had nothing more to
do than research many of the legal ties that
bind us.
I don't, so that's why I'm in a quandary
about this business of "search and seizure," be-
ing perpetrated against persons crossing the
State Line with a certain quantity of cigarettes
bought in Kentucky.
On the front page of the News-Shopper
this week there is a story about a Dyer, Tenn.
woman who was apprehended for transporting
12 cartons of cigarettes from Fulton into
Obion County. Not only did they confiscate the
cigarettes, but they took her car away from
her also. The explanation was that Tennessee,
and five other States have developed a policy
of "cooperation" in an effort to halt the prac-
tice of "bootlegging" cigarettes into states
which have heavily taxed cigarettes from
states where the taxes are lower.
The story goes on to say that a single
package over the one carton limit can techni-
cally cost you your automobile.
It's like I said, there must be some basis
of law for the arrests or they wouldn't be do-
ing it, but gee it sounds like something way out
to me.
For instance you can take out as much as
five gallons of beer across the state line, and a
right healthy amount of hard liquor, but more
than 10 packages of cigarettes, and you've had
it.
It seems to me that some enterprising law-
yer could test the constitutionality of this par-
ticular "cooperation" between the states and
come up with an interesting aspect of con-
(Continued on page 8)
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Nelson Tripp Elected Mayor;
Holland Concedes Close Race
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Hill 274 113 90 101 14 _592
DeMyer 82 33 46 27 5 193
Holland 177 94 78 57 10 416
Tripp 205 94 60 86 10 455
Bennett 261 101 107 97 19 585
Craven 260 91 96 92 17 556
Gregory 245 88 102 90 17 542
County Totals
For Against
Amendment 1 472 283
Amendment 2 311 393
Foust
State Auditor's Race
670
Thompson 209
Stinnett 55
Nelson Tripp
News Believes Disqualified Candidate
Ought To Fill Vacancy On Commission
(An Editorial)
The city elections are over. Nelson Tripp
has been elected mayor. Three commissioners,
Charles Robert Bennett, Charles Gregory and
Bob Craven were also elected
But there is a vacancy on the City Com-
mission even before the officials are inaugurat-
ed. The situation occurred when three candi-
dates failed to qualify because they lacked the
required number of signatures on their candi-
dates' declaration papers.
Who will make the appointment to fill the
vacancy?
According to a Kentucky statute quoted
herewith, there is some question as to whether
Governor Nunn can fill the vacancy as has
been reported.
The person or persons who will make the
appointment is an academic matter.
The important consideration today is THE
PERSON who will fill the vacancy.
This newspaper strongly believes that one
of the disqualified candidates should be ap-
pointed to make the fourth member of the Ful-
ton City Commission.
The disqualified candidates
demonstrated their willingness
to seek the office and to serve
if elected. All of them, Joe
Sanders, J. I) Hales, Fred
Jolley are good men. They are
vitally interested in the affairs
of Fulton, as they have evi-
denced on many occasions. We
also feel that J. T. "Pee-Wee"
Nanney, who was disqualified
as a candidate for City Judge
should also be given consider-
ation for the Commissioner's
poet.
If Governor Nunn is to make
the appointment we urge his
BEAN DAY!
Marshall Alexander Post No.
72 of the American Legion has
announced that next Tuesday,
November 11, will be Bean
Day. Beans will be served at
the post home, beginning at 11
a.m. All veterans, whether or
not they are members of the
American Legion, are invited.
VETS DAY SUNDAY
Veterans Day services will
be held Sunday, November 9,
in the Cumberland Presbyter-
ian Church at Fulton. All vet-
erans are invited to meet out-
side the church and all wil go
in a body into the church for
the morning service, whcih is
held at 10:50 a.m.
local representative here to
recommend one of the dis-
qualified candidates.
If the newly elected officers
are to make the appointment,
we similarly suggest that these
men be given the topmost con-
sideration.
Here is a Kentucky statute
that could possibly relate to
the matter of filling the va-
cancy.
Statute 89.530
Section 4. If any commis-
sioner is necessarily absent
from the city for more than
thirty days or for the same
period is unable to discharge
the duties of his office or if
the mayor pro tem is filling
the office of mayor for such
period, the Board of Commis-
sioners may fill the office tem-
porarily by appointment. The
appointee shall discharge the
duties of the commissioner
whose place is thus temporarily
filled until the commissioner
returns or becomes fit for and
resumes his duties. The tem-
porary appointee shall serve
without compensation.
Section 5. In the event of a
permanent vacancy in the office
of any commissioner, caused
by death, resignation or inabil-
ity or if a permanent vacancy
in the office of mayor is filled
by the mayor protem, the vacan-
cy shall be filled by appoint-
ment by the other members of
the board until the vacancy is
filled by the election of a suc-
cessor at the next general elect-
ion of municipal officers. The
temporary appointee shall, for
the time of his services as
such, receive the salary of the
commissioner whose place he
has been appointed to fill. When
there is a tie vote in the board
(Continued on page eight)
Girl Scouts Join Workers In Operation Santa Claus
There'll be another big
Christmas for our boys In
Vietnam this year, thanks to
the efforts of the American
Legion Auxiliary and hundreds
of considerate and warm-
hearted Fultonians.
With headquarters at the
Chamber of Commerce office,
the place is a bee-hive of
activity as donations, gifts and
volunteer services pour In by
the dotens.
The boxes will be packed on
Friday and of course voluateer
help is needed for this giant
chore. Candies, toilet articles,
canned meats and fruits, read-
key ring plucked from the buck-
eye tree on Lake Street.
Up to press time on Wednes-
day these contributions had been
made to the Operation Santa
Claus project, conceived sev-
eral years ago by the late
Charles Dixon as a gesture
to gratefully remember, the
fighting men in the war zone.
Mrs. Dixon is continuing her
husband's work and is actively
spearheading the operation.
The list of contributions to
date are as follows:
Mrs. Hugh Ague 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. T. E. Wilson 1.00
• •••
Mr. & Mrs. Carmi Page 2.00
Mr. 81 Mrs. Ellis Huddle 1.00
Mr. & Mrs. Robt. J. Graham5.00
Mrs. Joe C. Johnson Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Andy Batts,
Lexington Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Batts Gilts
Nell M. Jewell 3.00
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Jac kson5.00
Mrs. Bob White 5.00
YMBC 25.00
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Mahan 3.00
Ken Ten VFW Post 10.00
Mrs. C. D. Lovelace 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Harry AllisonGifts
Ckha Slayden 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. N. Fulcher 3.00
Mlle C. Mobley 10.00
Legion Auxiliary 20.00
Fulton Woman's Club 10.00
Character Builders Class 25.00
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Jones 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Billy Wright 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Rex Huddle 10.00
Dr. & Mrs. J. L. Jones 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Vyron Mitche1110.00
Mrs. Dennis Townsend 5.00
Mrs. Virginia Crocker 5.00
Mrs. Katherine Smith 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. J. D. Gamblin 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. James
Cheatham 3.00
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Wiggins 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. R. E. Tarver 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Hampton Cox 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. James T.
Mrs. B. E. Routt Gifts
Mrs. R. C. Pickering 1.00
Mrs. W. F. Clark Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Claud Shelby 5.00
Mrs. H. Williamson 1.00
Mrs. Patricia Scott 2.00
Mrs. 13, D. Jonaltin 2.00
Mrs. Gus Paschall 5.00
Mrs. Archie Hornsby 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Bagwell 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Holland 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. H. L. hillstead 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Murphy 10.00
Mrs. Eula Nelson Gifts
Graham Furniture &
Exchange Furn. 10.00
Mr. & Mrs. J. H. Lawrence 2.00
Mrs Ellen Hooker 1.00
Union Service
Planned For
Thanksgiving
The Twin Cities Union
Thanksgiving service, spon-
sored annually by the Minis-
terial Association, will be held
on Wednesday, November 26,
In the First Baptist Church
at Fulton, at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. James W. Best, min-
ister of the First Baptist Church
and president of the Minis-
terial Association, will pre-
side and the music will be in
charge of Bill Williamson, min-
ister of music at the First
Baptist Church.
The sermon will be given
by Rev. Ellis J. Veale, min-
ister of the First Christian
Church.
Everyone is invited to attend
this service.
Nelson Tripp was elected Mayor Tuesday
in his third bid for the office. His margin of
victory over W. L. Holland was parallel to his
margin of defeat in his races in 1961 and 1963
- under 50 votes in 1961 and under 100 votes
in 1965.
The vote in the four Fulton precincts.
Tripp _ _ __ 455
Holland 416
The turn-out of voters in the city pre-
cincts was much smaller than the earlier pre-
dictions of about 1000, in spite of some last
minute activity by both candidates to get out
a large vote.
The light vote apparently worked in favor
of Mr. Tripp's candidacy since many of Mr.
Holland's supporters relied on the former
school superintendent's long-time school asso-
ciations to instinctively cast their votes in his
behalf.
It was not so in the Tripp camp. Not only
did his supporters work vigorously to bring out
Tripp supporters, the candidate himself made
house-to-house and business to business visits
to local citizens.
Shortly after the results of the ballotag
were in Mr. Holland called Mr. Tripp to ex-
tend his congratulations. Offering his services
in any manner that he could serve to the city
Mr. Holland commended the new Mayor on
his campaign and long record of public service
to the community.
Within the last two weeks be-
fore the election it became
abundantly clear that Trippwas
the front runner. Eleventh hour
campaigning on the part of Hol-
land's supporters failed tt
overcome the undercurrent of
opposition to Holland's age, his
apparent disinterest in the
personal solicitation of votes,
and the fact that Holland was
closely identified with a myth-
ical "Establishment," or
"power structure" within the
city.
Since his retirement from
the Fulton City School system,
where he established a distin-
guished record in the field
of education. Mr. Holland has
been employed as adviser and
consultant by McDade Con-
struction and other McDade en-
terprises.
Another facet of Holland's de-
feat was the recent passage
of the $850,000.00 school bond
issue. Holland's identity with
the schools, and his statement
to the News that he was in
'favor of any tax that is need-
ed. I have not been in the past,
nor will I be in the future,
afraid to ask for the needed
tax dollar. I believe that tax
rates should be established
after careful study has been
made concerning possible
sources."
While these considerations
proved deficits to the Holland
candidacy there are as many
pluses that can be attributed
to Nelson Tripp personally,
and to his campaign supporters
collectively.
Tripp's past record as a
progressive public official and
(Continued on page eight)
Basic Sales
Course Starts
Here Monday
The Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce will
sponsor a 20 hour Basic Sales-
manship course for adults be-
ginning Monday night, Novem-
ber 10th at 7 p.m.
These classes will meet on
Monday and Friday night from
7 - 9:30 p.m. for 4 weeks
at the Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce Office,
302 Main and may be attended
by anyone in this area interested
In improving their salesman-
ship skills or those interested
in employment in retail sales.
The cost of the entire course
will be $3. To register, please
call the Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce 472-
2961, as soon as possible. A
certificate of achievement will
be given to those who success-
fully complete this course.
Don Jones, of Paducah, will
be the instructor of this self-
improvement course.
FLITCIItIff
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHOLINO
letters and PviUshers
"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prater
the latter.' 
—THOMAS JFFFE.RSON
Dr. Dykes, UT President, FBI Director,
Foresee More Campus Rioting In Future
Elsewhere in this issue, the
News publishes some significant
remarks made by Dr. Archie
Dykes, president of the University
of Tennessee, Martin Branch, re-
garding the ominous warnings of
more unrest on American college
campuses.
Dr. Dykes, an eminent and
distinguished educator, surely
knows whereof he speaks, in spite
of the fact that UT-Martin stu-
dent-faculty relations are among
the best in the Nation.
The predictions made by Dr.
Dykes are compatible with those
warnings issued by J. Edgar
Hoover, head of the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation.
Here's what the Director said:
With the beginning of each
new academic year, it is disturb-
ing to know that a primary con-
cern of many college and univer-
sity administrators will not be the
scholastic achievement of stu-
dents but rather how to prevent
the seizure and wreckage of edu-
cational institutions by would-
be insurrectionists.
The decrease in campus dis-
orders during the summer
months must not be misconstru-
ed. Just as soon as the firebrands
can muster a caucus of dissidents,
we will witness a continuation of
the senseless plunder which caus-
ed more than $3 million- of dam-
age to colleges and universities
last academic year. Between Sep-
tember 1968 and April 1969, one
major university alone suffered
damage in excess of $1 million.
Some 4,000 arrests were made in
connection with violent demon-
strations, untold numbers of peo-
ple were injured, and at least two
deaths resulted from campus
riots.
Certainly, criminal statistics
reflect no credit on the academic
community. However, unless col-
lege and university authorities
take positive action to control
campus violence, it will not sub-
side in the coming months. The
split in the Students for a Demo-
cratic Society (SDS) ranks during
the so-called national convention
in Chicago last June resulted in
the election of two slates of na-
tional officers. The expelled pro-
Peking Progressive Labor Party
wing set up its own SDS organiza-
tion. Thus, opposing forces, each
claiming to represent the true
SDS, will clash on campuses
throughout the country for con-
trolling power. Since clamor and
agitation are proven techniques
for attracting new members and
support, violent disruptions will
come as no surprise.
Although the SDS conven-
tion in Chicago was, organiza-
tionally, a fiasco, the feuding fac-
tions did not for a moment lose
sight of their joint objective.
Their goal is the destruction of
"U. S. Imperialism" and the
achievement of a classless society
through international commun-
ism.
The SDS considers the re-
bellious youth of our country as
part of an "international libera-
tion army." It regards young peo-
ple, mainly college students, as a
means by which the revolution
can be accomplished because "in
general, young people have less at
stake in a society . . . are more
open to new ideas . . . and are,
therefore, more able and willing
to move in a revolutionary direc-
tion."
Those who rally to the sup-
port of the New Left and partici-
pate in activities championed by
SDS do so under no illusion. The
issues are now clear. Time and
the internal wranglings of the or-
ganization have brought one basic
and important truth to the sur-
face.
Trucking Industry Seeks Heavier, Wider
Trucks; They'll Get 'Em, Wait And See
ONE OF the most interesting
and brazen pieces of propaganda
ever seen is being circulated by
the American Trucking Associa-
tion in its efforts to get the pri-
vilege to saddle our highways
with bigger and heavier trucks. If
this effect is successful we will
have lost any ability to move
about on our highways we gained
in the past ten years of interstate
highway construction.
And these truck owners have
the effrontery to claim that big-
ger trucks are really safer.
The truckers lobby is seeking
new and higher limits on the
sizes of trucks allowed on our
new super-highways. Now we
have not caught up with the need
for these super-highways and the
trucking industry seems bent on
making them obsolete.
No major thoroughfare in
this country is adequate for the
traffic they are called on to bear
and they are beaten to ruts and
holes before they are hardly dry.
Now the big truck owners
tell us that bigger and heavier
trucks are just what we need.
They argue that pending federal
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legislation will really not give us
bigger highways behemoths but
simply permit the 50 states to al-
low them. State legislators are
notoriously easy to get along with.
They claim highways are
structurally constructed to carry
these superior weights. They
argue that increased weight per
axle would make no difference on
the life of a highway. This is so
patently wrong as to make all the
rest of their arguments suspect.
Longer trucks—up to 70 feet
in length—are •asked and even
wider highway monsters are re-
quested. Double trailers would
probably be followed by triple
trailers.
These truckers want single
axle loads increased from 18,000
to 20,000 pounds and tandem axle
loads increased from 32,000 to
34,000 pounds.
One of the most outlandish
requests is one to increase the
width of trucks from 96 to 102
inches. At present sizes it is a
gruesome experience to pass or be
passed by one of these monsters
of the highway. The truckers
would like us to believe the wider
trucks would be safer than the
present sizes. They give good
arguments in their behalf.
But the fact remains—bigger
and heavier trucks will only take
up more and more of that prec-
ious space that should be kept for
the ever-growing number of pri-
vate automobiles.
To want even more of our
limited highway space shows the
trucking industry to be bereft of
minimum regard for the safety of
others.
- - - O'Falion Progress
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THE ROSE STILL GROWS
Near a shady wall a rose once grew,
8udded and blossomed in God's free light,
Watered and fed by morning dew,
Shedding its sweetness day and night.
As it grew and blossomed fair and tall,
Slowly rising to loftier height,
It came to a crevice in the wall,
Through which there shone a beam of light.
Onward it crept with added strength,
With never a thought of fear or pride.
It followed the light through the crevice's
length—And unfolded itself on the other side.
The light, the dew, the broadening view
Were found the same as they were before;
And it lost itself in beauties new,
Breathing its fragrance more and more.
Shall claim of death cause us to grieve,
And make our courage faint or frail?
Nay! Let us faith and hope receive:
The rose still grows beyond the wall.
Scattering fragrance far and wide,
Just as it did in days of yore,
Just as it did on the other side,
Just as it will for evermore.
— A. L. Frine
GOVERNORS AND COUNTIES
AND STUFF
Ten of Kentucky's first dozen
governors were born in Vir-
ginia. The ninth governor, Gen.
John Adair, who took office in
1810, was born in South Caro-
lina. His successor, Joseph
Desha, (1824) was born in Pen-
nsylvania.
James T. Morehead, (1834),
was the first native-born Ken-
tucky governor. Then, of the
next four governors, only one,
Charles A. Wickliffe, 1898, was
a native. The other three, James
Clark, 1836, Robert P. Letcher,
1843; and William Owsley, 1844,
were Virginians. But from then
until 1900, except for John W
Stevenson, 18'76, another Vir-
ginian, they were all native
Kentuckians. In 1900 William
Goebel, who was born in Pen-
nsylvania, was declared gov-
ernor after being assassinated.
Not counting Goebel, four
Kentucky governors have died
in office. They are George Mad-
ison, 1816; John Breathitt, 1832;
James Clark, 1836 and John
Helm, 1867. The dates refer to
the year they began serving.
There have been five two-
term governors in Kentucky.
FULTON'S
ILabraury Conner
BY LUCY DANIEL
THE DRUG SCENE, by Don-
ald B. Louria, M. D. Written
as much for today's parents
as for their children, the
turned-on themselves, THE
DRUG SCENE details the ef-
fects that the various ampheta-
mines, barbiturates and hallu-
cinogens have on the human
nervous system. Marihuana, for
example, is not habit-forming.
Even several cigarettes or
"Joints" smoked consecutively
are not inevitable harbingers
of tissue disintegration and/
or moral collapse, but on the
other hand, Dr. Louria warns,
marihuana is not to be taken
indiscriminately or dismissed
casually.
COSMETICS: TRICK Olt
TREAT? by Toni Stabile. This
book exposes the cosmetics in-
dustry and its products to
the glaring light of truth--the
truth behind the dangerous
practices being followed today
in the making and selling of
grooming aide. This book is
a head-on confrontation with the
facts the public is the last to
know,
THE NEW BOOK OF MOTOR-
CYCLES, by Erik Arctander.
Here's a really up-to-date
guide for enthusiasts of this
fast-growing sport, pastime
and method of transportation.
The author, a cyclist himself,
has been writing authoritatively
about bikes for the past 15
years. In this book he describes
and gives specifications for
all the American and British
motorcycles, and then goes on
to tell about the "Three Wheel"
(cycles with a sidecar) fad.
WINDOW TO THE PAST,
by Hans Holzer. According to
an ESP technique known as
psychometry, violent emotional
events leave an "imprint" in
the atmosphere which, even
after hundreds of years, can
be recaptured by a sensitive
person. The 'reading' of such
vibrations may therefore allow
the factual reconstruction of
past events, and that is what
Hans Holzer has done in eight
instances described in this
book.
REMODELING YOUR KIT-
CHEN OR BATHROOM, by Wal-
ter G. Salm. This book zeroes
on the two most important and
most used rooms in the home,
the kitchen and the bathroom.
Remodel those and, like heart
transplants, the whole house
vibrates with new life and vi-
tality. The easy-to-read text
is highly informative and is
profusely illustrated with
photos, charts and drawings.
REMODELING ROOMS, by
Richard Day. Mr. Day's un-
usually helpful book contains an
Interesting combination of basic
how-to information and c restive
Interior decoration. Adding
beauty to your home is the
theme, and each chapter, from
"Materials to Use When You
Remodel" to "Floor, Wall and
Ceiling Ideas," carries you
one giant step further toward
creating a beautiful and sub-
stantial home.
THE SPY WHO WASN'T
EXCHANGED, by Alfred Tack.
James Mason, export manager
for a British firm, had agreed
to cooperate with England's
M16, but the job was supposed
to be simple, without serious
risk. Before he could say
"Communist Party," he found
himself in Moscow, caught in
a crossfire between East and
West, trapped in the middle
of some deadly in-fighting be-
tween the two top men in
Soviet espionage.
INDIAN HATER, by Glenn
R Vernam. Exiled by his
wealthy uncle to a raw, prim-
itive trading post on the upper
Missouri River, young Jim
Falconer was certain his
fortunes could not sink much
lower. Accustomed to the civil-
ized life and sophisticated plea-
sures of cosmopolitan Philadel-
phia in the early nineteenth
century, he despised his uncle
for banishing him to a world
of backwoods and savages, and
lived only for the day he would
return to his friends, beautiful
Elizabeth Bailey in particular.
FROM THE FILES:—
liming Back The Clock
November 4. 1949
If you thought this year's fair and horse
show was a huge success . . . and it was. . .
then next year promises to out-do any pre-
vious event ever held here, with the an-
nouncement that Bob White is president and
Foad Homra, secretary of the West Kentucky-
Tennessee Fair Association. At a meeting of
the fair committee of the American Legion
. and Young Men's Business Club, held on
Monday night, plans were made for staging
next year's event.
Many of the teachers in the South Fulton
School attended the Obion County Teachers
Association meeting Wednesday night at the
Obion County Country Club. The dinner was
in honor of Dr. Muriel Brown, famous educa-
tor of Washington, D. C.
A well-earned promotion has come to
Guy Finch, well-known farmer of near Ful-
ton, in his appointment as supervisor of the
veteran's farm training program in Obion
County. Mr. Finch has been instructing a
veteran's training class in South Fulton.
Four Fulton Scouts from Troop 44 will
be up for the Eagle badge in the next few
months, it was announced at last Tuesday's
Court of Honor here. They are Rice Owen,
Jerry Speight, Bailey Binford and Don
Wright.
The annual benefit bridge party of the
Woman's Club will be held on November 22.
Mrs. Fred Homra and Mrs. Gilson Latta, co-
chairmen of this eagerly anticipated event,
state that this year's party promises to sur-
pass all others in interest, prize and player
enthusiasm.
The First Methodist Church was the
scene of a wedding of beauty and simplicity
Thursday afternoon at three o'clock, when
Miss Mary Louise Simons, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Melburn E. Simons, became the
bride of Felix Gossum, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Felix M. Gossum, Rev. C. E. Hawkins,
pastor of the church, performed the impres-
sive double-ring ceremony. Mrs. Charles
Simons, of Murray, was matron of honor.
Felix Gossum, Sr., served as his son's best
man and uhers were Bobby and Barry De-
Zonia, cousins of the groom from Memphis,
Don Sensing and Jack Moore. On return from
their wedding trip, they will be at home at
312 Third Street.
Mrs. Moore Joyner, Mrs. T. A. Satter-
field and Mrs. Norris Dame entertained with
a Hallowe'en party Friday night for their
Sunday School classes, in the First Christian
Church. Thirty-five children enjoyed the eve-
ning of games and fortune telling.
Miss Mary Jones, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. J. L. Jones, has announced plans for her
wedding. She will be married to Harold Mc-
Rea Saturday afternoon, November 5, in the
First Methodist Church. Rev. C. E. Hawkins,
pastor, will perform the double ring cere-
mony. The matron of honor will be Mrs.
Aaron C. Polk of Monroe, La., sister of the
bride, and the bridesmaid will be Miss Dor-
othy McRea sister of the groom. Fred Sch-
wanke of Monticello, Ind., will attend the
groom as best man and William Moritz of St.
Louis and A. G. Polk will be ushers. Little
Mary Eleanor Polk will be the flower girl.
The PTA of St. Edward's Catholic Church
were hosts to a tacky and bingo party Friday
night at the school. Jane Keiser and Bobby
Dunn were awarded prizes for having the
tackiest costumes. Those winning the cakes
that were given away were Mrs. C. H. Mc-
Daniel and Carol Lattus of Hickman. The
children and adults enjoyed games of bingo
during the evening.
Miss Beverly Blough entertained a group
of high school friends with a weiner roast
Thursday night at her home on Third Street,
following the pep rally. About twenty guests
attended.
West State Line: The Happy Goodman
family, of Mayfield, had charge of the song
service at the Assembly of God Church re-
vival at Cayce Thursday night.
Water Valley: Quite a crowd from here
attended the American Legion "Womanless
Wedding" at Pilot Oak Thursday night.
Route 3, Dukedom: Several from this
community attended the ball game at Cuba
Saturday night. Melber played Cuba, and
Cuba won by a large majority.
Only one, however, James Gar-
rard, 1796 and 1800, has ever
served two consecutive terms.
He was the state's mould gov-
ernor, the first being Wee
Shelby. The other four 11114.
termers were Isaac Shelby,
1792 and 1812, John J. Helm,
1850 and 1867; James B. Mc-
Creary, 1875 and 1911; and
Albert Benjamin Chandler, 1335
and 1955. Seven governor{ tire
still living.
Kentucky used to be pail. at
Fincastie County, Virginia., In
1776 it became Kentucky
County, Va. and in 1780 it was
split into Jefferson Comty,
Fayette County and Lincoln
County. Then Nelson WAS
whacked out of Jefferson in
1784 and the following year saw
Bourbon taken from Fayette,
with Mercer and Madison Coun-
ties coming out of Lincoln.TwO
more counties were creljed
in 1788; Mason out of Bourbon
and Woodford from Fayette.
When Kentucky became a
state in 1792, four Illere
counties were created, Wash-
ington, Scott, Shelby and Logan.
Three more, Clark, Green and
Hardin, were approved that year
but didn't actually become en-
tities until 1793.
Lincoln County, one of the
original three, was not named
for Honest Abe, of course. It
was named some 29 years
before Abe was born for Bill.-
jamin Lincoln, a Revolutionary
War General. He is the CO
who had to surrender to Corn-
wallis. George Washington
evened up the score, however,
by arranging to have Corn-
wallis surrender to Lincoln.--
Fair enough!
Lincoln County's territory,
Incidentally, has been carved
nine times in the making of new
counties. The latest was Mc-
Creary which also took parts
of Pulaski, Wayne and Whitley
in 1912.
Six of the counties were nam-
ed for presidents of the U.S.A.
(Continued on Page Slx,
Letters To Editor
Fortnitni Calif.
Hi Gang:
I sure miss working for the
good old Fulton County News.
I miss all of you so much.
I can hardly wait to get the
paper every week to see what's
going on in good old Fulton.
Jo, you will never know how
good it was to talk to you and
Paul the other night.
I would love to see that grand-
baby, please mall me a picture
of him.
Anna Belle, why don't you
get on the train and come out
to California. Would love to
have you visit us. This Is a
beautiful country out here.
Jo, you said you were com-
ing out, what happened? Gosh,
I wish you would, we would
sure have a ball.
Tell T. C. and Joe hello
for me. Give Mary Jo and R.
Paul my regards. I'm so fond
of R. Paul. I always said he
was really going places; with
that personality he has, he just
couldn't miss.
Love,
Dorothy (McKnight) Wilson
- -
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Jo:
We wish tq thank you for your
coverage of our open house and
dedication of our church. With-
out you, it could not have been
a success. God bless you!
Sincerely,
The St. Edwards'
Altar Society
Louisville, Kentucky
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
The Banana Festival publicity
has been enticing, coaxing us to
visit Fulton, each year.
Our friendship with Florence
Ballesteros and many other
Ecuadorians, made while visit-
ing their country, proved to be
the spur we needed to make.the
trip.
Crafts are of primary in-
terest to us-we wanted to SOO
all of the Latin American ex-
hibits,
We are sorry that duties
elsewhere made it necessary to
hurray away, but one of the high
points while we were there TM
your lovely party. You auci
husband were most grealla:"
We will always think of Fait=
and the Westphelings es ens eg
our "pleasure treaauree.'
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Helen McIntosh
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your bed.--Mrs. Mildred W.
Potts, La Center, Ky. Tele-
'phone: 665-5671
• • *
.,• 'Does your family enjoy cook-
-sat outdoors? For a free copy
an informational leaflet,
,Outdoor Cookery," write to
lass Pat Everett, U. K. Ex-
it/lesion Office, Benton, Ky.
42025, Telephone: 527-6601
• * • •
BE A WISE BUYER--A large
utportion of the income goes for
kilamily living, so it is important
othat consumers buy wisely. In-
.qelligent buying means getting
the best quality and the great-
est satisfaction from the money
&pent. One of the best ways for
'consumers to make good
selections is to read the label
otir:tag on consumer goods. This
label or tag should identify the
1.suality and performance
4rtliaracteristics of the article
ni
1,4p, 4,4 S• • 410.4k".•.•411,. .) •60. er 3.A
$11
CIETY Li WOMAN'S TNTERES
COFFEE CUP CHATTER
Adult Work
teil'An inexpensive way to
-glitighten up wall areas is with
iniablf-adhering vinyl tiles that
h`iimulate elegant ceramics,
rind which anyone can press into
•-tillice with no trouble or mess.
Because they can be wall; off
81,0epeatedly with soap or er-
""gent, these tiles provide prac-
.41Cal protection for surfaces
h4lihich attract grease and
"splatters. Miss Irma Hamilton,
'Court House, Mayfield, Ky.
Telephone: 247-2334
• 5 * 5 *
by: When did you last take in-
$11Ventory of your bed linens?
alt's good to know what you will
needing in order to take ad-
rlantage of white sales.
er", For each pillow you need
Ahree pillowcases and for each
bed-six wheets.
• Pillowcase sizes are given
'before seaming and hemming.
--Foam pillows may be some-
what smaller than feather pil-
• lows and require smaller pil-
blOwcases.
%$••• To get the correct size,
- Iheasure around the pillows and
"'aid add two or three inches.
•, The case should be six inches
longer than the pillow.
Cotton flat sheets are not
pre-shrunk and the length on
the label is the length before
_hemming. The finished sheet
.saa,,y be five to seven inches
shorter than the label indicates
mil may shrink five to eight
ioenes when laundered. Per-
Miss Crider id Mr. Taylor
Reveal Their Wedding Plans
Miss Mariann el Crider, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Burnis :.14r Crider, has completed,
plans for her marriage to Anthony Taylor, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Taylor, South Fulton„,
Tennessee.
The double-ring ceremony will be solem-
nized in the First Church of the Nazarene on
Saturday, December. 13. 1969. Rev. James
Lucius will officiatt program of pre-nuptial
music will be presented by Mrs. L. C. Logan,
organist, and Mr. James Warren, vocalist.
The bride will 14e,,given in marriage by her
father. She has chosen her sister. Mrs. James
Faulkner, as her matron of honor_ Bridesmaids
will be Mrs. Michael Crider and Miss Paula
Crider of Mayfield:Ky. and Miss Rita Cash of
Fulton. Terry Taylor will serve his brother as
best man. Groomsmen and ushers will be Doug
Taylor, Jimmy Williams and James Faulkner
of Fulton, Corky Stinnett of Jackson, Tenn.,
and Michael Crider of Mayfield, Ky.
Suzanne Higgenbotham, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kemp Higginbotham of Martin,
Tenn., will be flower girl and Bart Williams,
nephew of the groom, will act as ringbearer.
Following the ceremony, a reception will
be held at the church.
Seniors
Invited
To Dinner
Mrs. Foster Is
New President
Of Homemakers
Mrs. R. B. Foster, Ballard
nty, was elected to serve as
President of the Purchase Area
Dr. Binford and Margaret Levin
Say Vows In Atlanta Cergpony
The Secondyonce De Leon Baptist Church
chapel in Atlanta, Georgia, was the setting for
the wedding of Margaret Levin and Dr. Bailey
Binford on Saturday, October 11, 1969, with
Rev. Charles H. Allen officiating at the dou-
ble-ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
-Robert M. Morrison of Atlanta and the gioom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Binford
of Fulton, Kentucky.
-t Martha Morrison attended
ter sister as maid of honor
and Charles Binford was his
brother's best man.
Groomsmen were Bobby Jobe
,of Maitlana, Florida and
Thomas Morrison of Acworth,
Georgia.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a wedding
dress of ivory Belgium lace,
with a mandarin collar and
pleated chiffon skirt. She car-
ried a corsage of stephanotis,
baby breath and roses.
The maid of honor was
dressed in cocoa chiffon, with
an empire waist, accented with
satin. Her corsage was of
stephanotis, baby breath and
roses.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Morrison wore a pale
yellow silk A-line dress with
matching accessories. Her cor-
sage was of small white rose-
buds.
The mother of the groom wore
an ice-blue embossed silk
A-line dress. Her accessories
were in ice-blue and she wore
a corsage of small white rose-
buds.
Following the wedding, a re-
ception was held in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Morrison on
Spalding Drive in Sandy Springs.
Mrs. Thomas F. Morrison
presided at the register. Serv-
ing were Miss Lynne Thomas,
Miss Louise Morrison, Mrs.
Pat Jobe and Mrs. Sally
Thomas.
After a wedding trip to
Jamaica, Dr. and Mrs. Bin-
ford will make their home in
Atlanta while he is serving his
residency at Emory University
affiliated hospitals.
Out-of-town guests for the
wedding were: Mr. and Mrs.
Robert A. Binford, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Belford, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Ward Johnson, Mrs. Mildred
Anderson and Mr. Al Busher!
of Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Morrison, Miss Eleanor
Morrison and Billy McCoy of
Moultrie, Georgia; Mr. and
Mrs. J. Dewey Thomas of
Tallahassee, Florida; Mr. and
Mrs. T. F. Morrison, Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Thomas, Miss Lynne
Thomas, Debbie Thomas and
Lee Thomas, Jr., of Acworth,
Georgia, and Mr. and Mrs.
R. P. Jobe of Maitland, Florida.
Homemakers, and Mrs. James 
Poetry Conclave AtR. Copeland, Graves County,
as Secretary-Treasurer, at the
Homemakers Area Meeting in UT November 15th
Fulton, Kentucky, October 30,
held in the First Methodist Dr. Stephen Mooney, UTM
Church. poet-in-residence, and UTM
students David Verble and
Approximately 500 Home- Thomas Johnson will be among
makers attended, numerous featured participants
at the regular price. All Who at the Potter College of Liberal
Lampshades plan to attend should napfy 99r. R. F, Struck, Athleticl Arts Poetry Conclave tobe held
manent press sheets will not cleaning. Fill your bath tub Mrs Sue Callens, Bore'48, Dtt'ector, at Pikeville Corn-,at Western Kentucky Univer-
shr ink. Be sure'ittibuyVtheet " 'tdarri litttledsoft",gfift§r.'it AreVrte Shguitst ki "616-'11116(Iet uhit..:talk/41.ilDr.' Frank Steele, a former
ledty,on November .1.5.
that will be long enough for "Ylidik'sfilidal'n di' 3; - "tdrwaY 'Ever -- 'BaCkward
serve. Never," gave these ideas for Jim 
faculty
 
w 
.member of UTM, and Dr.
Miller, co-chairmenA good program will' be success. (1) Set your goals,
of the conclave, announce thatpresented. Make sure that your (2) Put your heart in it.
students and faculty members
community is well represented. (3) Work! He said, ',A hen 
Freed-Hardeman College is is the only thing I know that 
.from Tennessee and Kentucky
colleges and universities are
a fully-accredited liberal arts can get results by setting." By 
Christian junior college found- working we accomplish and invited to attend.
ed in Henderson, Tennessee, in from this gain confidence and
1908, pleasure in ourselves." (4) In Who's Who
Have faith in yourself; believe
BAND PARENTS TO MEET you can. (5) Be dedicated to Thirty-six students St The
A meeting of the Fulton, and others. He suggested We not University of Tennessee at
Parents Club will be held to- destroy what others do with Martin have been nominated to
night (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. our tongues. We build by work- "Who's Who Among Students
in the band room. All parents ing together not by tearing down. in American Universities and
of band members are urged to (6) Learn to cooperate.(7)Rec- Colleges" for 1969-70. From
attend. ognlze importance of the other this area are. Martha Weaks
CHRIS IS VEEP! • fellow. (8) Be true to your- Lacewell and Christina Mc-
Chris McKinney, daughter of self. Make promises to your- Kinney from South Fulton and
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Mc- self, family and God and keep Lynn Carney Bowlin from Duke-
Kinney of Route 3, South Fulton these promises. dom. These students will be
and a secondary education recognized at the UTM Honors
major at the University of-Ten- The Homemakers who had Day program, H. B. Smith, dean
nessee at Martin, has been part in the Clothing Construc- of students, has announced.
elected vice president of the tion Workshops presented a 
and should give the following
information:
What the product is made of.
How it is made.
How will it perform?
How should it be used'?
How should it be cared for?
What are the manufacturer's
or distributor's name and
address?
address?--Mrs. Barletta Wra-
ther, 209 Maple St., Murray,
Ky. 42071, Telephone: 753-1452
* 5 * 5*
When zippers start too high
or too low, the garments look
homemade, and when a neck-
line closing with a zipper
doesn't meet, it looks even
worse. One-fourth inc h clear-
ance from the edge of the neck-
line facing to the zipper teeth
gives room for a floating snap
or hook and eye for a nice
appearance. Zipper plackets
should be smooth and flat and
stitching straight. Try the in-
visible zipper if you have
trouble getting the lap zipper
applications to suit you. The
invisible zipper is applied with
a specially designed presser
foot for the machine and can
be purchased at stores that sell
the invisible zipper. Once you
understand the application, it
Is simple to apply, and you will
like the appearance.--Mrs,
Catherine C. Thompson, Post
Office Bldg., Hickman, Ky,
42050 Telephone. 236-2351
• * • St
eventually need
then rinse in cold soft water.
Dry quickly with an electric
fan or hair dryer. This can
prevent the wire frame from
rusting on the fabric. Some
trimmings may be damaged but
can be replaced for much less
than you'd spend for a new
lampshade. -- Mrs. Juanita
Amonett, Court House, Pa-
ducah, Ky. 42001 Telephone:
442-2118
New Homogenized Non-
Chlorine Safe Bleach is specif-
ically designed to insure un-
iform cleaning of the new
miracle fabrics, as well as
all white and colorfast fabrics.-
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, 209 Ma-
ple St., Murray, Ky, 42071
Telephone: 753-1452
* * * 5 5
Some people believe that cut
flowers will last much longer
if you put them in left over
tea--have you ever tried it?-
The Freed-Hardeman C81.-
lege banquet will be held at
Boyett's Restaurant, Tlpt
ville, on Thursday night, o-
vember 6 at 7:00 p.m: the
cost per plate will be $2.25
including tax and tips.
Seniors in high school who
are considering attending
Freed-Hardeman College are
invited to attend as guests of
the college. Alumni, parents,
friends, and other high sehool
students are invited to attend
junior class, according to H. B.
Smith, UTM dean of students.
"Knit Stitchery Fashion Show"
during the luncheon hour.
MAKING EARLY DELIVERY—Gov. Louie B. Nunn received his Christmas Seals earty. Candidates
Christmas Seal from the Universit” of Kentucky visited the Capitol to present the Governor with a
stamps. The annual Christmas Seal campaign to raise funds to fight emphysema, tuberculosis,
pollution, runs from mid-November through December-,
for Miss
block of
and air
Miss Peeler
Married To
Mr. Caplicki
Janet Margaret Peeler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Peeler of Memphis, Tenn.,
formerly of Hickman, Ky., was
married recently to Dennis Pat-
rittit,,Capiltici, Son' Of hity.anti
Mrs. Edmond Caplicki of
Goshen, New York.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by Father David
Conner at the Cornell Univer-
sity Chapel, Ithaca, New York.
Miss Peeler graduated from
Fulton County High School and
completed her second year of
college at Memphis State Uni-
versity. For the past year she
has been employed in Washing-
ton, D. C. as a stewardess for
Eastern Airlines.
Mr. Caplicki was graduated
from Goshen Central High
School in 1965 and received
his B. A. degree from George-
town University in Washing-
ton, D. C. this spring. He is
presently enrolled in the Cor-
nell Law School, located in
Ithaca, New York.
The couple will make their
home In Ithaca, Novi York.
"ivO*.:; 407,11, '4 q.'Irr
-:ekt
Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Shernla.n eooper
r
When Air Force One, piloted
by Captain Bond of Somerset,
landed its nonstop flight from
Brussels to Washington, I had
been away from Washington ex-
actly one month. There were
three glorious weeks in Paris
waiting for my husband, and
grateful an I to Morgan
Guaranty Trust for giving me
the reason for such a heavenly
holiday. My horoscope told me
all my Sagittarian stars were
in the right position which I
firmly believe to be so, as
every minute of that month was
a happy one.
Instead of being rainy and
damp, the sun shone steadily
for thirty-one days which is
a European record. I had plan-
ned to spend my time sight-
seeing with my evenings in my
economical hotel bedroom with
yogurt for dinner. But I kept
meeting people I had known
before and one experience led
to another, all completely dif-
ferent and unexpected.
For example, one night I was
invited to meet the editors of
the leading French newspapers
such as LE MONDE, L' EX-
PRESS and L' OBSERVATOIRE,
and the next found me at a
dinner for two hundred at the
American Embassy given for
our astronauts, before going on
to the theatre where Aldrin,
Collins and Armstrong narrated
their lunar experiences as a
blown-up movie of their land-
ine, was being shown. Every
Amellcan was overjoyed by the
warmth of their acclaim by the
French people.
After the ceremony, Ambas-
sador and Mrs. Lodge kindly
offered to take me home and
as we stepped out of the theatre
with the great floodlit fountains
playing, huge crowds were wait-
ing to cheer "Les Astros." To
my delight, they also cheered
Ambassador Lodge.
This year isNapoleon's 200th
birthday and the influence of
his era is omnipresent. The
exhibition of his memorabilia
has been gathered from all over
404 , Jeer ld, Inc L DEL dila:
mood necklace that he gave to
Empress Marie Louise from
the Smithsonian in Washington.
It was fascinating to see how
a young Corsican soldier
quickly developed a sense of
style and quality in all his
personal belongings. The ele-
gance of his red leather and
gold embossed dispatch cases,
his umbrella, table and chair
from the Egyptian campaign,
the cut of his uniforms,and
the design of his field tent,
all contributed to the new Napo-
leonic style which is living
today.
The same new style is found
in.Empress Josephine's favo-
rite house, Malmaison, with its
empire furniture and gossamer
white curtains. Josephine was
a great gardener and even dur-
ing the war with England, Brit-
ish sailors would send her rare
plants from Asia and the Mid-
dle East for her garden. Her
favorite roses were still in full
blossom this October.
The Grande Trianon in Ver-
sailles has also just been re-
decorated in the empire period,
as Napoleon was the last one
to use it before General de-
Gaulle, and that is where Pres-
ident Nixon was given a lunch-
eon by the French govern-
ment as it is now used as a
State guesthouse.
I had planned to spend my
last night in Paris with my
yogurt and pack to get ready
to meet John the next morn-
ing in Brussels, but at the
hairdressers, I met the beauti-
ful Brazilian, Elisina Moreira
Salles, whose husband was twice
ambassador to Washington. She
asked what I was doing that
night, and when I explained
my program, she said, "Non-
sense, come dine with me at
Versailles, as the Director and
Mrs. Van Der Kemp are giv-
ing a dinner for me and told
me to bring anyone I wished."
Two hours later, I was dining
in their beautiful private apart-
ment which is in the main
palace of Versailles and which
S an experience I will never
_orget.
The next morning John met
me at the station in Brussels,
and together we had the best
week of all. The NATO meet-
ing was the most lively we have
attended, and the Cooper report
on the state of NATO forces
was on the front page of every
European newspaper. We went
to Paris over the weekend where
John saw Cabot Lodge, govern-
ment people and the Napoleonic
Exhibition.
On our return to Brussels,
the American delegation was
received by King Baudouin in
the Royal Palace, and it was
a tired but satisfied Congres-
sional group that boarded Air
Force One for a flawless flight
to Washington. The day was so
clear we saw the mountains
and snows of Greenland, and
..esten an beelditt i+lefferiLand
happy.
KAREN IS NURSE MAJOR!
Karen Taylor, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor of
Fulton, is a sophomore at the
Southern Missionary College in
Chattanooga, majoring in nurs-
ing. She is a member of Sigma
Theta Chi, the women's sorority
on campus.
MAYFIELD VISITORS!
Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr., and
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe spent the
past weekend in Mayfield,
guests of Mrs. William's sister,
Mrs. Helen Creasey.
VISITORS HERE!
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Finch,
of Memphis, were weekend
visitors in Fulton, visiting their
mothers, Mrs. Jane Edwards
and Mrs. Guy Finch.
Dear Ann Landers.
Dear Ann Landers: I am fed
up uith your advice to wives
of alcoholics that goes like this.
"Have a little compassion. The
man is sick. Alcoholism is an
illness. Etc., etc., etc."
It's apparent that you have
had no experience with alcohol-
ism. Well, I have, so please
listen, After 38 years of haul-
ing my drunken bum out of
hotels, motels, jails, hospitals
and other women's bedrooms, I
resent being told I lack com-
passion. If you think I'm hard-
hearted, wait until you read
the rest of this letter.
Three weeks ago I received
a call from the police. They
asked me to come to the morgue
and identify a man they believed
to be my husband. I recognized
him..Sfnmediately since he was
in a prone position, which is
the way I saw him most of his
life.
I had tried kindness and com-
passion. It didn't work. I beg-
ged him to go to A. A. and even
offered to go with him. He
refused. He wouldn't see a coun-
selor or a clergyman because
they were all ''fakes.'1:He was
no father, no husband, no pro-
vider, no human being. It took
38 years to figure out that
compassion was not the answer.
If I nad it to do over I'd have
thrown him out and let the sot
sink or swim.--TELLING IT
LIKE IT IS AND WISH YOU'D
DO THE SAME.
Dear Telling It: You have
a valid point and I would not
deny it. Not all approaches work
for all people. Authorities have
been rethinking the techniques
for treating alcoholics since
alcoholism has assumed epi-
demic proportions in this
country. Many distinguished
authorities now say that love
and compassion fail, the alco-
holic who refuses to accept
counseling or medication,
should be thrown out. They now
believe that some drunks will
straighten themselves out only
when it is made abundantly clear
that they are responsible for
themselves--that no one will
provide them with room and
board, coddle them, clean up
after them or make excuses for
them to family, friends and the
boss. So, the advice is now as
follows/ When love and com-
passion fail,' throw the burn old.
Dear Ann Landers: There
must be other women who get
the silent treatment from their
husbands. Why? Don't tell me
some men are Just naturally
quiet. My husband, who is a
physician, is considered bril-
liant and outgoing by everyone
who knows him. Whenever we
attend a medical meeting Ed
just about takes over. He is on you. My personal opinion, how-
his feet challenging, presenting ever, is that you'd be better off
his views, and he asks more to piss up the one with "that
questions than anybody. The certain something" and take
chairmen always have a pro- the one who has something car-
blem shutting him up. When.tain.
we have company, Ed talks
a blue streak. Yet, when the Is alcoholism a disease?How
two of us are alone, he can't can the alcoholic be treated? Is
think of a single thing to talk there cure?-Read the booklet
about. If he didn't enjoy. my,41!Alctinp1lacpyflope And Help,"
company, why did he marry by Arai Lariva. Enclose 35C
me?--Ignored Wife in coln with Your request and
%.a.longlesMonati, sell-addressed
Dear Wife: ObvIdisly .Pee iftiveieps.
didn't marry you because you Ann iesedepe -will be. glad to
were a great conversationalist. help you with your problems.
It must have been stnnethhig Mend' debar-lb her in care of
else. Search your nilamtri andlhig ViroPipaper, enclosing •
maybe You'll Come *with tharlbelf-satitassad, stwalirtia-
viewer. • vamps." it :tt,t'• •,rti
v K.1.0
Confidential to Impaled On The
Horns Of A Dilemma: This is
the original Do-It-Yourself
project. No one can decide for
4 Fulton County News, Thursday, Nov. 6, 1969
Girl Scout - - -
(Continued from page 1)
Melissa Newton
Dana Wilson
Mrs.. Grace Dickerson
Mrs. Hoyt Moore
Mrs. John Henson, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. Manus
Williams Gifts and 1.00
Mr. & Mrs. H. G. Butler 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. J. C. Olive 5.00
Mrs. Jack Burton 5.00
Mrs. Lera Nugent 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. A. J. Lowe 2.00
Ella B. Mizell 10.00
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Bennett3.00
Mr. & Mrs. John Bowers Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. J. W. Cheniae 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. James Green Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond
Phillips Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Bradley 5.00
Fulton Jaycettes 15.00
Marine Oil Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Owen R. Elliott 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Elliott 2.00
Leonora Bushart Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Finch 1.00
Mr. & Mrs. H. H. Bugg 5.00
Miss Pauline Thompson 2.00
Mrs. Claud Linton 1.00
Mrs. James Willingham 5.00
Mr. F. M. Vanderford 5.00
Mrs. Jessie Harris 1.50
Anonymous 1.00
1.00
3.00
Mrs. L. D. Brooks Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. D. J. Jones Gifts
Mrs. Raymond Williams Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. John Covington 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Herman Sams 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Cecil A Wilkins5.00
Mrs. Vangie Neeley Gifts
Mr. & Mrs. C. B. Johnson 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. L. B. Bradley 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Pawlukleicz 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hyland 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Lee R, Kearby 10.00
Alma Jackson 1.00
Miss Katherine
Humpheries 2.00
Mrs. Ova Dixon 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. G. E. Di
Mr. 8, Mrs. G. E. Dixon 5.00
Archie Babb 1.00
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Nruiney 15.00
Mr. & Mrs. John Joe
Campbell 10.00
Mr. & Mrs. Jasper Vowell 10.00
Edith Elliott 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Howard 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. A. T. Hale 2.00
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Fields 3.00
The Faithful Workers First
Baptist Church 5.00
Sarah J. Snyder 2.00
Georgia W. Hill 2.00
Anonymous 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Wittg„..5.05
Mr. Ken Bowlin 5.00
Mrs. Dorothy Parton 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Robt. E. Hodges 5.00
Fulton Paint & Glass Co. 5.00
Margaret B. Whitnel 5.00
Mrs. Jennie Ft:mikes „1,00
Sarah N. Bice" *COO
Mr. & Mrs. Curtis Wilson 3.00
Mr. & Mrs. Hunter Whitsell 2.00
Girl Scout Troop
e 50 Cookies 10 cans
Brownie Troop
II 236 Cookies 20 cans
Girl Scout Troop
e 85 Cookies 23 cans
Mr. & Mrs. Roy M. Taylor 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. C. H. Newton 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Royce Jolley 5.00
Gifts
1.00
Gifts
1.00
1.00
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Sanders 5.00
Mrs. Leon Browder 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Guy Duley 2.00
Hortense Johnson 5.00
Hornbeak Funeral Home 10.00
W. T. Harwood 5.00
Paul Harwood 5.00
Fred Winter 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. Roy D. Taylor 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. James
Hazlewood 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. E. J. Rushing 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. J. A. Hemphill 5.00
Hugh Rushton 2.00
Joe W. Trees 5.00
Mrs. Jack Calliham 5.00
Kasncnvs 5.00
Dr. Shelton Owens 5.00
Mr. & Mrs. George
Brock & daughters 5.00
Catherine & Lee Ella Lowe 1.00
J. N. Wooten 1.00
Mrs. Tan Hart 3.00
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
CU CHI, VIETMAN (AH-
TNC)--Army Specialist Four
Bobby J. Cruce, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Cruce Jr., 108
Bates St., South Fulton, Tenn.,
received the Bronze Star Medal
Sept. 16 near Cu Chi, Vietnam.
Spec. 4 Cruce received the
award for heroism in action
while engaged in military op-
eratioits against a hostile force
in Vietnam.
A radio telephone operator
in Company D. 2nd Battalion
of the 25th Infantry Division's
27th Infrantry, he entered the
Army in May 1968, completed
basic training at Ft. Dix, N.J.,
and was stationed at Ft. Camp-
bell, Ky., before arriving over-
seas last April. He holds the
, Army Commendation Medal and
the Purple Heart.
The 23-year-old soldier was
graduated from South Fulton
(Tenn.) High School in 1964
and was employed by the Ford
Motor Co., in Wixom, Mich.,
before entering the Army. His
wife, Kathy, lives on Route 4,
Fulton, Ky.
Soec. 4 Cruce's actual test
of citation is as follows:
AWARD OF THE BRONZE
STAR MEDAL FOR HEROISM
1. TC 320. The following
AWARD is announced.
CRUCE, BOBBYJ. 409-68-6876
SP4
Co D, 2d Bn, 27th Int, 25th Inf.
Div.
Awarded: Bronze Star Medal
with "V" Device
,X3M4fi laction: 12 August 1969
Theater: Republic of Vietnam
Reason: For heroism in
connection with military oper-
ations against a hostile force:
Specialist Four Cruce distin-
guished himself by heroic
actions on 12 August 1969, while
serving with Company D, 2d
Battalion, 27th Infantry in the
Republic of Vietnam. Soon
after being airlifted into an
'TO MY FRIENDS & SUPPORTERS:
Many thanks. Your unselfish and dedi-
cated help is deeply appreciated.
To my worthy opponent: Congra-
tulations. You certainly fought a dealt
fight. Best of luck to you and the City of
Fulton.
W. L. Holland
MORE COOKIES FROM TROOP 236 FOR SERVICEMEN OVERSEAS: (from left):
Mary Lee Hailey, Shannon Yates, Lori Sams, Kelly Harrison, Lynn Andrews, Marianne
Peterson, Lynn Welch, Ellen Holt, Kathy Robertson and Leigh Ann Weeks. Adult troop
leaders are Jean Homra •ndSyney Halley.
MORE COOKIES FROM TROOP 236: (from left): Michelle Hamra, Laura PaintwiL Lisa
Morris, Vicki Shell, Lynn Cherry, Susan Bell, Tracey Hayden, Beth Pawell and Sandy
Brockwell. (Gi11 Brock was not in the picture)
open area, Company D began
receiving a heavy barrage of
fire from a large enemy force.
During the ensuing battle, the
beleaguered unit became pinned
down bacause of the great in-
tensity of the hostile fire. With
complete disregard for his own
safety, Specialist Cruce con-
tinually exposed himself as he
moved throughout the enemy
kill zone relaying vital infor-
mation and keeping COMITIIIII1-
cations open within the
beleaguered unit. His valorous
actions contributed immeasur-
ably to the success of the mis-
sion. Specialist Cruce'sbrav-
ery, aggressiveness and de-
votion to duty are in keeping
with the highest traditions of
the military service and reflect
great credit upon himself, his
unit, the 25th Infantry Division,
and the United States Army.
Authority: By direction of
the President, under the pro-
visions of Executive Order
11046, 24 August 1962, AR 672-
5-1, and USARV Reg 67-1.
FOR THE COMMANDER:
OFFICIAL:
S.R. JANIS
CPT, AGC
Asst AG
JAMES M. CONNELL
Colonel, GS
Chief of Staff
USS ENTERPRISE (1-11TNc
--Navy Lieutenant Commander
Hendon Wright, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hendon Wright of West
State Line Road, Fulton, Ky.,
and husband of the former Miss
Ruth Caldwell of Union City,
Tenn., is serving aboard the
nuclear-powered aircraft car-
rier USS Enterprise at New-
To The Residents Of Fulton - - -
Thank you for your support and your confidence, as displayed
In your vote at Tuesday's election.
Let's all join hands to make our community a better commun-
ity. As your incoming Mayor, I want to do the very best job that I
can for all of you, and in a fair manner.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank my opponent, Mr.
Laurence Holland, for waging a clean and straight forward cam-
paign, as well for his phone call after the election assuring me of his
continuing good will and assistance. I am sure that there will be
times when I will seek his assistance for his good advice and service.
Again, thank you sincerely.
Nelson Tripp
COOKIES FROM TROOP 85: (from Wit): Ann Workman, Connie Nelms, Lynn Wad*,
Katherine Martin, Leslie Fossett, Lindy Barclay, Cindy Mitchell, Cathy Hutchens, Man
tha Whitesell, Renee Yates and Connie Mann. Troop Waders are Mrs. Robert Whitetail
and Mrs. Robert Rudolph.
MORE COOKIES FROM TROOP 85: (from left): Shari Hagen, Kim Brock, Nora My-
ers, Winky Ray, Mary Helen Maddox, Carmen Rudolph and Becky Puckett. Au told.
some 53 cans of cookies have been assembled for Christmas boxes ter looal servicemen
In Vietnam.
These Men We Remember t
It. James E. Burton
Captain Gerald Byrn
It. James W. Haynes
PFC. Jimmy G. Hogg
S/Sgt. Herman Harp
Sp/4 James K. Kearby
CW 3 R. M. Jewel)
Chap. Maj. Mace T Jett, Jr.
Sgt. Jesse Crimm
Sp/4 Ronald Jones
Sgt. William H. Jones
Sgt. Richard Wilkinson
E3 Gary Richard Turner
PFC. Danny Roberts
Sp/5 Thomas E. Cavitt
Sp/4 Bobby J. Cruce
PFC James R. Priest
Airman James T. Powers
Sp/4 Bobby L. Wright
E-3 Dave Rushing
PFC. Junior Ray Barnes
Sp/4 Terry L. Ruddle
Sp/5 Dennis Townsend
Louis N. Langpop
PFC. Lawrence L. Crocker
PFC. Terriel W. King
Spec. 5 Kenneth Bradley
S/Sgt. Billy L. Legans
PFC. Larry G. Heatherly
Capt. James P. White
S/Sgt. Edward R. Cooper
MSG. Britt Adair
PFC. Robert M. Webb
Sp/5 James T. Lowe, Jr.
WO David Graham
who will be remembered with Christmas box-
es to be mailed overseas on Friday.
Lt. Gerald H. Bradley
Terry D. McClure
Sgt. Lynn T. Jetton
S/Sgt. John R. Harwood
Tony A. Taylor
Charles R. Sutherland
Thomas A. McClain
Robert A. Vincent
Charles R. Dalton
PFC. B. J. Duncan
S/Sgt. Billy C. Vaughn
Edmond R. Hubbard
Sp/4 Edward E. Walker
Harold W. Arnold, Jr.
Sp/4 Loyd L. Baker
L Cpl. Jackie L. Powell
This is the list of local boys in ViettA8411:7
port News, Va.
The Enterprise, world's lar-
gest warship, is currently
undergoing an extensive over-
haul at Newport News. During
this overhaul the ship's eight
nuclear cores are being re-
placed. The new cores will have
a life of more than ten years.
Enterprise returned to the
U.S. following its fourth cruise
to the Gulf of Tonkin off the
coast of Vietnam.
WICHITA FALLS, TEX.--
Airman David L. Baldrido, SOD
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry 'W,
Baldridge of R.R. 4, Hickmafi,
Ky., has graduated at Sheppard
AFB, Tex., from the U. S.
Air Force medical services
specialist course.
The airman, who was train-
ed to assist in the care and
treatment of patients, is being
assigned to Barksdale AFB,
La., for duty with the Stra-
tegic Air Command.
Airman Baldridge is a 1968
graduate of Fulton Count\ High
School.
WITH U. S. COMBAT AIR
FORCES IN THE WESTERN
PACIFIC-Airman First Class
Ronald H. Anderson, son ci
Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. Ander-
son of 1005 Moscow, Hickman,
Ky., is now on temporal') duty
with the 4133rd Bomb Wing dt
a forward base in the Western
Pacific.
Airman Anderson, a labile,
leather and rubber repair spec-
ialist, supports B-52 Stratofor-
tress bombing missions against
enemy targets, KC-135 Strato-
tanker missions that provide
aerial refueling to the 852's
and fighter reconnaissance air-
craft conducting the air war
over South Vietnam.
He is permanently assigned
to the Strategic Air Command's
306th Bomb Wing at McCoy
AFB, Fla.
The airman, a graduate of
Fulton County High School, at-
tended Bethel College in Mc-
Kenzie, Tenn.
USS PYRO (FHTNC) Oct. 22-
Boatswain's Mate Third Class
John C. Rice, USN, son of Mrs.
Charles A. Rice of 212 Brow-
der St., Fulton, Ky., is serving
aboard the ammunition shipUSS
Pyro in the Western Pacific.
The Pyro, homeported at
Concord, California, is assign-
ed to Service Squadron Seven.
It is designed and construct-.
ed to carry and transfer, at
sea, all types of ammunition
..and explosives.
U. S. ARMY, VIETNAM (AH-
TNC) - Army Private First
Class Gary R Turner, 21,
whose parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Turner, and wife,
Charlotte, live at 807 Walnut,
Fulton, Ky., was assigned Oct.
2, to the Americal Division
in Vietnam.
with the legislative session ap-
proaching, most of the time
I have available needs to be
wolievi-io 66,e )9g ;11.,,, spent inperiteickyili' iargiond.
Lt.-Gov. Ford
S
Speakers List
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford
has been named to the Demo-
cratic National Committee's
speakers' bureau for congres-
sional and gubernatorial races
in 1970.
Ford and other members of
the group, will work through a
centralized clearinghouse to
fill requests from local and
state organizations for speak-
ers on a nationwide basis.
In accepting the appointment,
Fort told Democratic National
Chairman Fred R. Harris that
important legislative races in
Kentucky this Fall and the 1970
meeting of the General
Assembly would necessarily
limit his participation in com-
ing months. Ford said he would
do all his schedule would per-
mit to help the Party at the
national level.
. "The work volume of the
lieutenant governor's office
is increasingly heavy. Also,
with a number of legislative
races now in progress and
COUNTRY MUSIC
The Autumn Country Music
Special will be held in the
Water Valley Community Cen-
ter Saturday, November 8, at
8 p.m. and will be in charge
of Eddie Johnson, well-known
local country music singer. All
proceeds will go to the Pa-
RESEARCH
A team of researchers at the
University of Kentucky Re-
search Foundation in Lexington
will attempt to modify smoke
characteristics and reduce
health - related problems
through manipulation of the gen-
etic and envirenmental con-
ditions under which tobacco is
grown.
Boost Fulton
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
Between Martin a Union City
Fri. - Sat. • Sun. - Mon.
November 7, 8, 9, 10
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 6:45
IF
- AND -
Harem's Way
CLOSED - Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., Nov. 4, 5, 6
the bureau was promnted‘Jpri-
. • manly by his activities at the
1968 Democratic National Con-
vention, especially his rote in
attempting to include young
democratic representatives on
the National Democratic Cpm-
mittee.
CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED: Good home: for
shepherd dog, away from-city
traffic. Nearly one year old,
good pet, has had all Aces.
Call 472-1647.
CARD OF THANKS
I want to express my heart-
felt thanks and appreciation
to all my friends and neigh-
bors for the beautiful fldivers,
words of sympathy, card', and
every act of kindness express-
ed during my recent bereave-
ment.
May God bless everyone of
you.
Mrs. Richard Carter
and Family
fl
b4Srr EVERYBODY STAY
1 t AT THE .? *Al•-"d 1"ATiktia SEl141411
in Louisville
• LOW RATES - Beautifully decorated rooms with modern baths,
television, air conditioning.
• FAMILY PLANS - No charge for children under 14 when in
the same room with parents. If additional room is needed,
single rate would apply for both rooms.
• FREE PARKING in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.
• LOUISVIU.E'S FINEST FOOD in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in the
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACIUTIES.
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Postage Stamp To Commemorate
Easter Seal Golden Anniversary
A postage stamp focusing red, green and blue respective-
ttention on the need for re- ly. The wheel of the chair is
abilitation of the handicapped yellow; the framework white.
ill be issued next month to Beneath, is the legend "Hope
or the Golden Anniversary for the Crippled" in green
, onvention of the National and black. And the customary
taster Seal Society for Crip- "U.S. Postage," with the "6"
1-.pled Children and Adults, it in blue and "cents" in black.
.was announced by George E. Colorful and official first day
Dudley, president of the Ken- covers will be produced by the
- tucky Easter Seal Society.
;7. National Easter Seal Society
to highlight the anniversary of
Postmaster General Winton the oldest and largest voluntary
iM. Blount said that the 6-cent agency serving the handicap-
stamp will be issued at first ped.
ceremonies on November Those wishing first day
20 in Columbus, Ohio, during covers should address the Na-
convention. tional Easter Seal Society, At-
tention: First Day Covers,
Designed by Mark English 2023 West Ogden Avenue,
lof Georgetown, Connecticut, the Chicago, Illinois 60612.
atamp will be printed with
-*-seven inks. Depicted Is a handi-
capped boy silhouetted in four
progressive steps-- in a wheel-
chair, rising, almost erect and
finally stading upright and
stepping forward. The design
simulates a stroboscopic se-
quence photograph.
The boy, from chair to
standing, is pictured in blue,
Fulton High
Names Honor
Students Today
Fulton High School's honor
roll for the first six weeks is
released today by Principal
Bobby Snider. Seven students,
with all A's, and 55 with no
grade lower than B, are in-
cluded on the honor roll.
All A students are: Gigi
Brock, Denise Homra, Anita
Cash, Shelia Owens, David
Thompson, Greg Scales, and
Patrick Wolff.
The honor roll is as follows:
9th grade-Gigi Brock, Ann
Fenwick, Kathy Glasgow, De-
nise Homra, LaDonna Law-
son, Eve Nelson, Donna Sensing,
Pat Gossum, Bob Mahan, Gary
Sons, David Thompson and
Robin Whitesell.
10th grade-Evelyn Alexan-
der, Alice Caldwell, Debbie
Clark, Mary Helen Dunn, Kent
Smith, Linda Stokes, Sandra
Thompson, Jeff Barclay, Chuck
Comes, Bob Engel, Mike Hat-
field, William Mitchell, Greg
S,,, Charles Whitnel, Dana
11th grade-Donna Collier,
Ginger Edwards, Ann Mahan,
Louella Puckett, Judy West-
pheling, Janet Williamson,
Steve Erickson, Mike Fenwick,
Danny Glasgow, Bob Nanney,
Tommy Taylor and Mike Tate.
12th grade-Shelia Barron,
Doris Bolin, Cathy McAlister,
Shelia Owens, Shelia Ray, Kar-
.Izi Rice, Faye Ruddle, Carolyn
g'isson, Betty Tucker, Mariana
Weeks, Linda Wilbotum, Kim
'Imre, James Martin, James
Pawlukiewlcz, Patrick Wolff
and Don Hicks.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
' See us for - -
b" Your Insurance Needsz
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
Area Students
Make-Up Big
UT Enrollment
A total of 4,208 students from
68 Tennessee counties, 25 other
states and three foreign coun-
tries are enrolled for the fall
quarter at The University of
Tennessee at Martin.
Wanda Carol Barker, Deb-
orah Lynn Beard, Hugh Scott
Boyd, Robert Lee Boyd, Linda
L. Brann, Norman Lewis
Brown, Bonita Burrow, George
Thomas Cannon, Alan Cardwell
Dame, William Max Dixon, Lane
B. Douglas, Dewey E. Duna-
vent, Linda C. Faulkner, David
Lee Ferrell, Eliza C. Fields,
Teresa J. Fields, Joyce Gail
Diane Foster, Rodney Lee
Foster, Gary Mac Fuller, Ric-
ard B. Gossum, James L.
Grooms, Hattie Odessa Harris,
Gary Mae Harrod, Larry Ray
Heath, Patricia Holladay, Rich-
ard E. Hopkins, Mary Anr
Hutcherson, Roann Walker
Jackson, Louellen Jamison,
Jimmy Joe Jones, Martha
Lacewell, Bobby Harold Lar-
son, Johnny Wayne Lucy,
Also, Billy M. McAlister,
Christina McKinney, David Neal
McKinny, Susie Kay Malray,
Pamela Netherland, Nancy
Treas Newton, Beverly Overby,
Beatrice Owen, Joseph
Peeples, Charles F. Penning-
ton, Myra L. Pickle, David
Byron Rogers, Candida Sue
Suiter, Douglas F. Taylor,
Tommy Joe Taylor, Susan E.
Tegethoff, Oran Charles Wal-
ker, Paula Kay Whitlock, Bobby
Glenn Wiley, Johnny Lee Wil-
son.
Fulton:
Brenda Ann Barker, Larry
Don Burnette, Mary Jo Butts,
Carolyn A. Dunavant, Hattie
Pearl Johnson, Lennell Kerney,
Patsy Gayle McClure, Kathy
Ann Meacham, Mark Wayne
Phipps, John Wilson Ragsdale,
Donald Glen Smith, Francis
William Smith, Sandy Stokes,
Jerry Mac Sublette, James
Woodftn Tress, Greg Karl
Veneklasen, Margaret Ann
Ward, Jimmy Lee Williams,
Gregory L. Williamson.
Clinton:
Larry B. Pittman, David
Allen Primrose.
Hickman:
Joyce Anderson, Gerald D.
Beachum, Teresa J. Beachum,
Rhonda Lane Bone, Michael P.
Hampton, Robert M. Hayes,
Nona Ellen Holland, Peggy Jean
Isbell. Cheryl Lynn Menees,
David White Poyner, James
Ezell Whitby.
Water Valley:
Daryla LaWayne Owen.
Wingo:
Bobby Dean Fisher.
FROM 1912 TO 1969
GIRL SCOUTS attending their national convention in Seattle saw a "fashion show" that
included, from left, Cris LaFara in a 1912 adult uniform, Mrs. Dean Nickels in a 1918
uniform, Rhonda Wilburn, 9, wearing the present junior uniform, and Mrs. Henry Walls
in a modern adult uniform. Many Fulton residets may recall the long record of service
in the Fulton area as a fund drive for the Girl Scout program is presently underway.
The Girl Scouts ask for your support . . . they deserve it.
Applications Available For Adult
Class In Ceramics At Murray U
A ceramics class on the
Murray State University
campus will be the first of
six adult art programs sup-
ported by a federal grant of
$18,761 to the art department
at Murray State.
To begin at 6:30 p.m. Nov.
3, the class will meet for the
first time in Meeting Room
3 of the Waterfield Student Union
Building on the campus.
Fred Shepard, assistant pro-
fessor of art at Murray State,
will conduct the class. He said
applications should be mailed
to: Art Department, Murray
State University, Murray, Ken-
tucky 42071, or brought to
the first class meeting.
Each student in the class will
pay a $15 lee for kiln-ftring.
The federal grant to assist
in the financing of the program
makes up two-thirds of the $28,-
141.50 cost of the program,
with the university providing the
other one-third.
Authorized under the 1965
Title I act, the federal grant
is designed to support adult
programs of cultural enrich-
ment. Identical classes in cer-
ramics, studio experience and
art history will be offered at
Murray State each semester,
with classes to be held on
campus and in area towns.
Shephard, who has exhibited
his work nationally, said as
many students for the noncredit
course will be accepted as facil-
ities will accommodate, adding
that the class will meet a total
of 16 times before next Jan. 26.
He described the purpose of
the class as one of making
students "aware of the process
of creating ceramics" and will
include formation techniques,
wheel-throwing, hand-building,
casting, and glazing, firing and
kiln-building techniques.
"Overall emphasis in the
course will be to provide a
motivation for pilot projects
SoTear
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is Mier to year health. Orr Net Springs thermal wafer laths
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for local guilds," he said, "but
as much individual attention as
possible will be given to each
student."
Shepard will be assisted in
the class by Clay Foster, a
graduate assistant in art from
Munfordville.
A graduate of Michigan State
University with the B.A., M.A.
and M.E.A. degrees, Shepard
joined the Murray State faculty
in 1963.
He said work will begin at
the first class meeting and
that participants should wear
suitable clothes or bring
aprons. A sponge, a knife and
an old towel are also necessary
equipment for each student.
Application forms for the
class are available at the fol-
lowing locations: Murray State
University art department,
Murray Art Guild, Trigg County
High School art department.
Illinois Central
Giving Grants
To 4-H Members
Educational grants to 18
outstanding 4-14:Members are
again being offered by Illinois
Central Railroad,
The awards are offered to
state 4-H project winners in
Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Lou-
isiana, Mississippi and Ten-
nessee, according to the Na-
tional 4-H Service Committee.
The Illinois Central has sup-
ported 4-H work for 47 con-
secutive years. The grants are
for $100 each and can be used
for expenses to attend semi-
nars, short courses, 4-H con-
ferences and the like.
Winners of the grants will
be named by the Cooperative
Extension Service and the
awards presented at the 48th
National 4-H Congress in
Chicago Nov. 30 - Dec. 4.
Selection of winners is based
on their records of achieve-
ment and growth in 4-H pro-
jects, leadership, personal de-
velopment and community ser-
vice. Recipients must be at
least 14 years of age and not
more than 19 on Jan. 1, 1969.
More information about the
program is available from the
County Extension office or the
State 4-H Leader.
Fire Department
Receives Award
For the second year in a
row, Fire Chief Kenneth
Hutchens and the South Fulton
Fire Department has been
awarded a "Certificate of
Recognition" from the State
of Tennessee Fire Prevention
Division.
This certificate of recog-
nition for service of great value
through meritorious partici-
pation in the campaign for the
Prevention of Fires is an award
made annually by the State Fire
Marshall's office.
This presentation was made
by Deputy Fire Marshal Alan
Ladd for State Fire Marshal,
Milton R. Rice.
Murray Loans,
Grants Benefit
Many Students
Students at Murray State Un-
iversity are benefiting from
more than a million dollars in
six federally-supported grant
and loan programs during the
fall semester.
Johnny McDougal, coordi-
nator of student financial aid
at the university, said more
than 2,000 grants, loans and
scholarships have been award-
ed, with a number of students
involved in more than one of
the programs.
Another 390 students are
working in the federal work-
study program, Eligible stu-
dents may work as many as
15 hours per week at $1.45
per hour.
A breakdown of the dollar
amounts and number of stu-
dents to benefit from the six
loan and grant programs fol
lows: National Defense stu-
dents loans, $173,050,610 stu-
dents; educational opportunity
grants, $75,975, 296 students,
nursing student loans, $36,375,-
93 students; nursing scholar-
ships, $9,200, 49 students; Cu-
ban student loans, $500, one
student: and federally-insured
(guarantee) student loans,
$600,000 to $750,000, ap-
proximately 1,000 students.
McDougal said wages earned
by students on the work-study
program will amount to about
$100,000.
Other forms of student aid
available are a variety of
scholarships and a univer-
sity work program at the same
scale as the work-study pro-
gram.
Near Halfway Mark
Series E and H Savings Bond
and Note sales in Fulton County
during September were $14,226
bringing the year's sales to
$123,612 or 48.1% of the
County's annual goal of
$256,800.
For Kentucky, sales for the
month were $4,505,965 while
cumulative sales reached $40,-
168,618 or 71.9 of the $55,-
800,000 annual goal.
Nationally, the sales of Series
E and H Savings Bonds and Notes
for the same month were $351
million. The cash value of Bonds
and Notes outstanding reached
$52,107 million.
Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
ANTIQUE AUCTION
NOVEMBER 8 & 15, 1969
BEGINNING AT 2:00 P.M.
THE BEST SALE OF THE YEAR AT -NEW
SALEM COMMUNITY CENTER- ON HWY. 89
HALFWAY BETWEEN DRESDEN & SHARON, TENN
TIME BEGINS ON EACH SATURDAY AFTERNOON
NOV. 8th AND 15th, AT 200 AND SELL INTO
THE NIGHT, PLENTY OF PARKING ROOM, SALE HELD
INSIDE-RAIN OR SHINE, PLENTY OF SEATS AND
FOOD FOR EVERYONE, HEAT IF NEEDED,
ABSOLUTE SALE--NO BY -BIDDING
OWNERS:
MR. & MRS. THOMAS TOLLEY & FRANK HUNT
AUCTIONEER
RAY MARTIN, LICENSE NO. 95
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Last For 15 Days! Shop and Save!
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FINN
LUXURIOUS FUR
TRIMMID
COATS
Sold to $129.00
58 -'98
RIEW MINK TRIM
SUEDE
COATS
SIVIRAL COLORS
SOLD TO $125.00
Our OIglomEITTYs
NYLON
ROSE
RIOULAR
713c
3 pairs $2.25
WINTER
COATS
At just the Right Time we went to
market. Because of long warm
weather — good makers gave us
wonderful reductions . . .
Now they are yours in this.)
groups — Values to $69.00$39.,$49
$59
DRESSES
rail ik Holiday Styles
Sizes 5 to 15 — 10 to 20 — 14%2 to 24Y2
Over 300 to Choose From
Val. to $19.99 Val. to $29.99 Vol. to $39.99
$1200 $1900 $2900
All Wu, Noble Knit
SUITS and
DRESSES
MwelF SW« — All Slue
Sold to $65.00
S29 T0$49
NIVI-DUIRAIKA
CAR
COATS
Wool-SiNsfw-Conlwrry
Valves to $50.00
• 2488.3988
Rale or Sonny Skies Utility
COATS
Neyelty Chock, Mushy
Needs, Pulls%
MAW Limed
Nue Ile 15* 10 to 20
1288.2488
AND IIRP
_Dr. Dykes, President
. SEE EDITORAL
MARTIN—Faced with per-
plexing problems from both
within the campus and without,
American higher education is'
experiencing the moat serious
difficulties in its history, Dr.
Archie R. Dykes, chancellor
of The University of Tennessee
at Martin, told members of his
faculty in an address recently.
Coming from the head of an
institution of higher learning
where student-faculty relations
are probably among the best in
the nation, Dr. Dykes's words
were judged significant enough
by Congressman Ed Jones of
Tennessee's Eighth Congres-
sional District, to have the
speech placed in its entirety
in the Congressional Record
of October 27.
Emphasizing that unparal-
leled change is bringing dif-
ficult and trying times in
America, Dr. Dykes pointed out
that the same circumstances
charactarize colleges and un-
iversities.
"Some implications of these
changing times seem to be
significant for university in-
structors," Dr. Dykes stated.
"One has to do with what we
are trying to accomplish in ed-
ucation - the goals we set out
to achieve with and for the
students."
"If peddling facts and infor-
mation is all there is to teach-
ing, the educational process
• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Raines
of Detroit, who lived here sev-
eral years ago, when he was
principal and she taught in the
school also, visited with friends
they knew then and were so
happy to see again. They visited
in the homes a short time with
Mrs. Clara Carr, Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Wilkins and Miss
dance Bondurant.
We were sorry Mrs. Mary
Cruce had the misfortune to
fall Saturday afternoon and
break her arm. She is in the
Fulton Hospital.
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Ernest Cormick were Mrs.
Lurleane Cruce, Mrs. Dixie
Walker and Miss Clarice Bon-
durant.
Mesdames: James McMurry,
Clara Carr, Roy Cruce, B. E.
Bennett, Chester Wade, Miss
Eva Johnson and Mrs. Clyde
Linder, of the Cayce w.s.c.s.
attended the World Day of
Prayer in the Hickman Metho-
dist Church Thursday.
The members of the Cayce
Methodist welcomed an old
friend back Sunday, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe B. Wall and family,
who are now living in Union
City.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Crump
entertained the Young People
of the church with a Halloween
party at their home Friday
night. All reported a nice time.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Bill Mayes Saturday.
He passed away in his home in
Hickman. He had lived in Cayce
all of his life and had many
friends here. He moved to Hick-
man several years ago. He was
buried in the Cayce Cemetery,
Sunday afternoon. We extend
sympathy to his family.
as we have known it stands in
danger of losing its relevance
to the world in which we live
and will not endure. The ex-
plosion of knowledge, its sheer
bulk, multiplying every day and
Year defeats any effort to teach
it as a body of facts," Dr.
Dykes said.
A second implication of the
changing times for education
has to do with the develop-
ment of positive value judge-
ments among students, Dr.
Dykes stated. We must en-
courage in them a desire to
trust their neighbor, and to
have more concern for his wel-
fare and to place confidence in
his honesty and integrity.
"Horrendous circumstances
are perpetrated upon us by a
society that can't seem to dis-
tinguish between good and bad,
right and wrong," Dr. Dykes
attested.
Still another implication for
education in these changing
times is that we as students,
faculty, administrative officers
and all other members of the
university community must
learn to interact with one
another more sensitively, sym-
pathetically and democratically
than we do now. All of us have
common goals and ours is or
should be a cooperative enter-
prise in which we work to-
gether to achieve these goals.
Dr. Dykes pointed out that on
the U-T Martin campus, im-
portant steps have been taken
to secure greater and more ef-
fective involvement of all con-
cerned in the affairs of the
university. Steps have been
taken to increase the effective-
ness of various faculty com-
mittees, new ways of involving
students in campus affairs have
been developed, and a dialogue
has been created with student
leaders which assures repre-
sentation of student views in
the most important decisions
affecting the campus. It has
been recommended, and in most
cases implemented, that each
department head create a stu-
dent advisory committee to
work with him in formulating
policy making decisions. More
needs to be done in involving
students in the decision-mak-
ing process.
"While this progress is being
made, universities must not
permit themselves to be para-
lyzed by a tiny minority of
students," Dr. Dykes warned.
"There are reasonable pro-
cesses through which change
can be effected. We must in-
sist that these processes be
followed. The alternative is
anarchy."
Worthy goals cannot besought
throught coercion and violence
if democracy is to survive.
"These can be attained by
greater participation of stu-
dents on our campus, and else-
where, in decisions affecting all
of us. Faculty, students and ad-
ministration need to work to-
gether with greater resource-
fulness than we have in the past
to achieve a real partnership
which will enhance the ef-
ficiency of the university as a
real center of teaching and
learning," Dr. Dykes con-
cluded.
Of UT-Martin Sees More Campus Problems 6 Fulton County News, Thursday, Nov. 6, 1969.
SBA Representative
In Paducah Nov. 6
"COFFEE BREAK" TIME generally means frail coffee for everyone but the loser. The
NEWS photographer happened by the Coffee Shop Monday afternoon to catch this picture
of (from left) Joe Davis, Harry Reams, Fred Sanctum*, Bill Fossett, Ernest Fall, Jr.,
Dick Armstrong and Bob Graham just as they finished afternoon coffee at Fred Bondu-
rant'S expanse..
• DUKEDOM NEWS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Mrs. Ophelia Caldwell, for-
mer resident of Pilot Oak,
passed away at her home in
Sarasota, Fla. last Wednesday,
of a heart attack. Burial was at
that place.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeter Bcnvlin
accompanied Mrs. Richard
Carter to Hillsboro, Ky. for the
burial of her husband there last
Monday. The funeral was held
at Jackson Funeral home on
Sunday, with graveside services
at Hillsboro. They stayed over-
night before returning.
Mrs. Dow GilliauM was in-
jured in a car accident near
Water Valley last Thursday,
and was carried to Paducah,
for surgery of a broken leg on
Friday.
Rex Bethel has recently pur-
chased the Harvey Cloys place.
Mrs. Ada Ross has been in
Volunteer Hospital for treat-
ment and is not making any
improvement.
Mrs. Arvil Bill has been a
patient at Fulton Hospital, with
an attack of bronchitis, but was
able to go home on Sunday.
Mrs. Henry Sargent is a
patient at Fulton Hospital since
entering last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Garret Bailey
had the following visitors this
weekend: Mrs. Mary Ann Jones
of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Shelton, Valerie and Bob of
Memphis. Mrs. Lorene Rush-
ing, Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Newton,
Delores and Lisa of Jackson
came for the day Sunday.
Mitchell Powell is still hos-
pitalized at Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman West-
brook visited Mrs. Estella
Wright, who is a patient at
Weakley County Hospital, in
Martin.
South Central Bell
The family's grown up now.
They're living near and far.
Dial your own long distancu...
find out how your children are.
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low.. .every night
and all weekend long.
• LATHAM
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Ervin Leggins was injured
seriously last Wednesday by a
fallen tree, being crushed in the
chest by a limb, which punctured
an intestine. A Jackson Bros.
ambulance rushed him to the
Fulton Hospital, but was rushed
on to the Veterans Hospital in
Memphis and under went sur-
gery immediately. He is re-
ported improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Lummings
and Sabrina and Bonnie Cum-
mings of LeKington, Ky., spent
a few days at home last week.
Dale was recuperating from
a collar bone break. They re-
turned home last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
spent last Wednesday night in
Memphis, the guest of Mrs.
Eva Brann.
Mrs. Totsie Webb Gillam is
a patient at the Baptist Hos-
pital in Paducah, after sus-
taining a broken leg in a car
wreck near Water Valley last
Wednesday.
Mrs. Madge Cummings and
Wayne O'Rear had a car wreck
near Chestnut Glade recently,
Fortunately, neither was hurt,
but the cars were damaged
considerably.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
entertained the Couples Club
with a Halloween dinner and
party, Those attending were:
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Sims, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Barker, Mr. and
Mrs. E. I. Brundige and Mr.
and Mrs, Bill Terrell.
Mr. A. W. Simpson has
shown improvement for the
last week.
Mr. Earl McNatt has been
indisposed for the past two
weeks with a virus.
Mr. and Mrs. E. 1. Brundige
went to Memphis last Monday,
to see an eye specialist for
Mrs. Brundige, who is having
a lot of eye trouble.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Fulcher, of Chicago, have been
vacationing on their farm, and
doing some work on the former
Glen Clement fffm.
Mr. and Mrs'. Treat Doughty
are the proud parents of a baby
boy born several days ago in
the Fulton Hospital.
Patrons of Martin, Route 3,
lost a very efficient and oblig- HAPPY Bunramytrig mail carrier last Friday.
Gaither Turner retired, after
17 years of service on the
route. He will be missed by
all. I am sure we will get a
good man in his place, but
he can't be any better. We
wish him many happy years
of retirement. He received sev-
eral nice gifts on Friday, which
he appreciated very much.
Kentucky Burgoo - -
(Continued from page 2)
Three of those presidents were
generals, but there are 25 other
counties named for generals,
also. The names of 21 colonels
grace Kentucky counties, three
are nameJ for majors and ten
for army captains. One is named
for a navy captain and one for
a commodore.
Fourteen counties are named
for Kentucky governors and one
for DeWitt Clinton, governor
of New York. Only two lieu-
tenant governors have made
the grade, Alexander Scott
Bullitt and Gen. John Caldwell.
Although somebody left out
an "e," Green County, 1792,
was named for Gen. Nathaniel
Greene, a Revolutionary War
hero.
Nine counties are not named
for anybody at all. Six of them
were named after rivers or
creeks. Bath was named for the
mineral waters in that area and
Barren was named for "the
Barrens," so called because
the land was somewhat Infertile.
Nobody seems to know where the
Union in Union County came
from.
No Kentucky county has been
named for a woman and, since
the creation of new counties
is highly unlikely, there seems
little chance of a name on the
distaff side being added to the
roster.
Odd, not to say nutty, things
about Kentucky are like base-
ball statistics. They would fill
a book. Although Kentucky
makes most of the burbon whis-
key in the world, for example,
86 of its 120 counties are dry.
(—Bourbon County is dry, but
Christian,t2ounty is wet.)
Lots of names seem mis-
placed, too. Neither Adair nor
Adairsville is in Adair County,
Allen nor Allenville in Allen
County, Boonesboro nor Boone-
ville County nor Campbells-
ville or Campbellsburg in
Campbell County. There are
lots more like that.
There's a lot to be said for
Kentucky, however. For ex-
ample it's less than 100 miles
from London to Paris in Ken-
tucky but it's twice that far
in Europe.
The News takes pleasure
In wishing "Happy Birthday"
to the following friends:
November 7: David Speight,
Vyron Mitchell, Anna Belle
Edwards; November 8: Mrs.
Artonce Barclay, Phyllis
Blackwell, Sherril Olive; No-
vember 9. Mrs. Doyle Frields,
Chess Morrison appears bet- Marilyn McKendree;
ter this week. His visitors the November 10: Gyonne Black-
past week were: Mr. and Mrs. well, Phillip Putnam, Ginger
Dale Cummings and Sabrinia, Lee Fields; November 11: Kim
Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Morrison, Cruce, Becky Ferguson; No-
Gaither Turner, Mr. and Mrs. vember 12: Angela Bland,
Wiley Simns, Mr. and Mrs, Melody Futrell; November 13:
Harvey Vaughan and Mr. and John E. Bard, Debby Cruce,
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings. Kenneth Morgan.
BIRTHDAY 'No
NOVLIABERI
vaar LET
YOUR,
IDIZINEM
iil CENSE
taxinitE/
IT- MAY BE.
'sgLt EY1Ws•
Published as a public :ierviee by this newspaper.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey FrIelds
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment at New
Salem Baptist, the past Sunday
at 11 a.m. and also at the even-
ing services. The attendance
in Sunday school was much
better than previous Sundays.
The regular 1st Sunday Sing-
ing was held in the afternoon,
when many singers were on
hand. Owen Miller, along with
many other leaders took part,
and some fine vocal numbers
were rendered.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mc-
Guire and Mrs. Jack McClain
visited Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True the past week. A good
visit was had by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis
seem to be feeling better in
the Weakley County Rest Home.
Every good wish is extended
to this fine beloved couple.
Spc. 4 Lessie B. Lassiter,
who Is stationed in Kaisersleu-
teren, Germany, is getting his
30 day furlough the last of
November, and hopes to be
home on December 4th, He is
looking forward for the date,
and so are all friends. He is
the youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter near here.
Reports from bedside of
Mr. Emmet Acree are that
he isn't doing so well, and re-
mains under oxygen and med-
ication at the Fulton Hospital,
where he has been for some six
weeks.
Bro. Dennis Crutchfield
filled his appointment at Knob
Creek Church of Christ the
past Sunday at 11 o'clock ser-
vices, and at the evening
worship.
The Rev, T.T. Harris shows
signs of improvement at Hill-
view Rest Home, in Dresden,
He recently had his 82nd
birthday - cake, candles and
everything - with children and
friends visiting him on his
birthday.
Word has been received of the
death of three-year-old daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Timmons of Evansville, Ky.
She suffered from acute lukemia
and her passing has cast a
gloom on all the family. The
deceased is a granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tim-
mons of Mayfield. The funeral
and burial was in Evansville.
We extend our deepest sympathy
to the bereaved ones.
Miss Margarett Bynum is a
victim of a deep cold.
Almost all of our household
fell victim to colds which pre-
vail around here.
VETS AIDE COMING
H. S. Miles, contract rep-
resentative of the Kentucky Dis-
abled Ex-Service Men's Board,
will be at the Fulton Chamber
of Commerce from 9 a.m. un-
til 3 p.m., November 14, to
assist veterans and their de-
pendents with claims for bene-
fits due them as a result of
their military service.
GROWING!
Enrollment at the University
of Kentucky community col-
leges, standing now at 10,129,
is expected to grow to 25,000
A representative of the Small
Business Administration will
be at that Agency's part-time
office in the City Hall on the
Second Floor, Paducah, Ken-
tucky, on November 6, as an-
nounced by R. B. Blankenship,
SBA Regional Director. The
office, operated on a semi-
monthly basis every first and
third Thursday, will be open
from 900 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
In order to determine credit
elibibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is
suggested that the business-
men bring with them a recent
financial statement or balance
sheet of the business and a
profit and loss statement for
the previous full year. This
information pertains to estab-
lished business. However, any-
one interested in establishing
a new business is encouraged
to consult with this repre-
sentative as well as other
businessmen who are in need
of financial advice or as-
sistance.
PLENTY STUDENTS
The number of Kentucky stu-
dents applying for admission
to the University of Kentucky
College of Medicine jumped
from 213 in 1968, to 322 in
1969. A total of 88 students
were
Want Good
UHF View?.
Plez Wait
Are you getting a good pic-
ture from the UHF television
stations in your area? If tot,
don't despair. Kentucky ',Ed-
ucational Television knows your
frustration at not being able
to get good reception anck:has
just printed a brochure tollielp
people get a better signal ftom
any UHF station, includinicthe
ETV network.
In most cases, poor reception
is due to one of two things:
(1) lack of proper receiver or
antenna, or (2) faulty antOrma
orientation.
The brochure, which is free
for the asking, discusses these
problems as well as kinds of
antennas converting old gets
to UHF, and tuning techniques.
For a free brochure, wette
Kentucky ETV. 600 Cooper
Drive, Lexington, Kentucky
40502.
HIGH ENROLLMENT!
A total enrollment of 50,746
students is predicted by 1978
on the combined campuses of
the University of Kentucky.
Help Fulton Grow
Boost Fulton
Join us
for a true
Bourbon
Mr= Malker R mi
Ten Nigh -At=
Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram
Walker charatter'and
quality. Sip it slow and
easy. You'll be doubly
glad you joined us—
when you remember
Ten High's welcome
price!
USW Mot loodue bu
0
86 F.1400.
00.1,A WALirres
TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOUR0011
WHISKEY
86 proof • Hiram Walker & Sons Inc Peoria, Hi.
Mere
Fall and Winter
VACATIONS
at These Kentucky
State Resort Parks:
• Cumberland Falls at Corbin
• General Butler at Carrollton
• Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
• Kentucky Dam Village at
Gilbertsville
• Lake Cumberland at Jamestown
• Natural Bridge at Slade
• Carter Caves at Olive Hill
Meals, entertainment, lodging
(double occupancy). Luxurious
room with 2 double beds. Sunday
evening dinner to Thursday lunch
every week from October 12, 1969
to March 26, 1970 (except Christ-
mas week, December 21.27).
FALL & WINTER
VACATION PLAN IS
IN EFFECT FROM
OCTOBER 12, 1969
THRU MARCH 26, 1970
(except Christmas Week, Dec. 21-27).
Call Central Reservations,
Frankfort, Ky.
(502) 223-2326
or see your local
travel agent
double occupancy • per person
Modern Resort Lodge Room with Two
Double Beds • All Meals from Sunday
Evening thru
Thursday
Lunch
• Recreation
Programs
• Special
Evening
Entertainment
BankAmericard and any
INTERBANK card honored
TRAVEL, Dept. K T-69 1
Frankfort, Ky. 40601[]Send Information on Kentucky'sFall & Winter Vacations
D Send General Kentucky TravelInformation
Name_...........
Address
City State Zip 
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Deaths
Mrs. Odie Houston
Mrs. Odle Houston died in the
Fulton Hospital Friday night,
October 31, following an ill-
ness of several weeks.
Funeral services were held
&Imlay afternoon, November 2,
, in Hornbeak Funeral Home, with
•/W. Glendon Walker, minister
of the Central Church of Christ,
- officiating. Burial was in
Greenlee Cemetery.
Mrs. Houston was the widow
of Bernard Houston, who died
in 1965, and was a well-known
resident of Fulton. She was
employed at Irby's Fashion Shop
for a number of years and her
... last employment was at
• Graham's Furniture Company.
• She was a member of the Cen-
tral Church of Christ, the
* Fulton Woman's Club and the
- American Legion Auziliary.
Born in Graves County, she
was the daughter of the late
John P. and Margaret Pittman
Caldwell.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Shirley Holt of Fulton
and Mrs. Martha Nell Gaer of
Atlantic, Iowa, one brother, Or-
mond Caldwell of Sedalia, one
sister, Mrs. Neva Robertson of
Franklin, Ky., and four grand-
:Children.
Ronde L. Clark
Romie Lochridge Clark died
suddenly at his home on West
Parkway, Fulton, Friday after-
noon, October 31.
Funeral services were held
In Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel Sunday afternoon, No-
vember 2, with Rev. Bill Boyd
officiating. Burial was in
Greenlea Cemetery.
Mr. Clark, 76, was born in
Graves County, the son of the
late Perry and Emma Dodson
Clark. He was married to
the former Sally Hopkins, who
survives. He was a retired
employee of the Railway Ex-
press Agency and had been a
resident of Fulton for fifty
years.
In addition to his wife, he
is survived by two daughters,
Miss Robbie Clark of Fulton
and Mrs. Clara Earl Lakotich
of Concord, Calif, one grand-
-daughter, Mrs. Tommy Scearce
of Fulton; two great-grand-
children, Barry and Dena
Scearce of Fulton, one brother,
Emery Clark of Weslaco,
1.11436. .4.14 two sisters, Mrs.
LOW lane Morris lift Austin,
Texas, and Mrs. Eleanor Faulk-
ner of Fort Worth, Texas.
Mrs. Sandra Wynn
Funeral services for Mrs.
Sandra Arnett Wynn were held
Sunday afternoon, November 2,
in the Water Valley Methodist
Church, with Rev. Danny Un-
derwood, pastor of the church,
officiating. Burial was in Beth-
leham Cemetery.
Mrs. Wynn, 27, died in the
Fulton Hospital Friday night,
October 31, following a long
illness.
She was the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Arnett of Water
Valley. She attended school
at Water Valley and Wingo, and
was employed by The News
a short time several years
ago. She had resided in Col-
orado Springs since her mar-
riage to William Wynn.
In addition to her husband
and her parents, she is sur-
vived by her grandparents.
William G. Mays
William Green Mays died
suddenly at his home in Hick-
man on Friday, October 31.
Funeral services were held
Sunday afternoon, November 2,
in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Charles Jobe
officiating. Burial was in the
Cayce Cemetery.
Mr. Mays, 72, was a long-
time resident of the Cayce com-
munity. He was born in Ful-
ton County, the son of the late
William Henry and Margaret
Henley Mays.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Emma Hawkins of Fulton and
several nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Mary Mallard
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mary Mallard were held Fri-
day afternoon, October 31, in the
Doug Murphy Funeral Home
at Martin. Burial was in Green-
lea Cemetery in Fulton.
Mrs. Mallard, 69, died
Wednesday, October 29, in the
Hiliview Nursing Home at
Dresden.
Surviving are one son, Robert
Paschall of San Diego, Calif.,
and three sisters, Mrs. Ray-
mond Brown of Fulton, Mrs.
James Underwood of Martin
and Mrs. Thomas McGehee of
Detroit.
uric3
Mrs. Nora Dotson
Raymond Killebrew
Funeral services for Thomas
Raymond Killebrew will beheld
this (Thursday) afternoon at
two o'clock in Hornbeak Fun-
eral Home chapel, with Rev.
Charles Jobe, pastor of the
Riceville Baptist Church, offic-
iating. Burial will be in Obion
County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Killebrew, 79, died Tues-
day morning, November 4, in
Fulton Hospital, following an
extended illness.
He was born in Calloway
County, Ky., the son of the late
.Thomas and Mary Elizabeth
. Gilbert Killebrew. He was a
:retired farmer, living in Weak-
ley County, Tenn., before
:moving to Route 4, Fulton,
Ewhere he lived at the time of
Ellis death. He was a veteran
:of World War I, was a member
:of the American Legion and
:the Primitive Baptist Church.
He was married to the for-
:mer Lubble Nabors, who
:eurvives, and they observed
heir Golden Wedding anniver-
atry on October 12, this year.
Other survivors are three
daughters, Mrs. Freda Perkins
of Memphis, Mrs. Tommie Pur-
:sell of Louisville and Mrs.
'Elizabeth Barham of Chicago,
one son, Billie Joe Killebrew
:of Louisville, two sisters, Mrs.
-Dottie McGuire of Brighton,
'Iowa, and Mrs. Mlle Roberts
of Water Valley, twelve grand-
-children and one great-grand-
c
Friends may call at Horn-
beak Funeral Home.
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Plume 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
--Downs and McGeo Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Anfiquo
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Funeral services for Mrs.
Nora Brown Dotson were held
on Tuesday, November 4, in
the Wynnburg, Tenn., Baptist
Church. Burial was in New
Haven Cemetery near Ridgely.
Mrs. Dotson, 97, widow ofJoe
Dotson, died Monday, Novem-
ber 3, in the Obion County
General Hospital.
Surviving are five daughters,
Mrs. Florence Cruce of Ful-
ton, Mrs. Lovie Young of
Chicago, Mrs. Dessie Jones
and Mrs. Defile Neel, both of
Wynnburg and Mrs. Gary
Wright of Tiptonville, and two
sons, Ott Dotson and Charles
Dotson, both of Hornbeak.
Elbert Peery
Elbert Peery, of Mayfield
Star Route near Cuba, died in
the Fuller-Gilliam Hospital in
Mayfield Tuesday afternoon,
November 4, following a short
illness.
Funeral services will be
held this (Thursday) afternoon
at one o'clock in the Jackson
Funeral Home chapel at Duke-
dom, with Rev. Hubert Paul
Crider officiating. Burial will
be in the Cuba Cemetery.
Mr. Peery, 70, was born in
Graves County, Kentucky. His
wife preceded him in death in
1957.
Surviving are one son, Robert
Peery of St. Louis; two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Ruth Brown of
Tiptonville and Mrs. Eva El-
liott of Chicago, and seven
grandchildren.
MELLOCRAFT DISTRIBUTOR
Lester Bruce has been ap-
pointed distributor for the
Mellowcraft Company of
Toledo, Ohio, whose products
Include sanitation supplies and
industrial chemicals. He is a
former Obion and Hickman'
County school teacher. Relives
on Highway 51 South, and his
address is Post Office Box
374, Fulton, Ky. 42041.
Help Fulton Grow
Greenfield Monument Works
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853
J. B. M.ANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
— In Operation 68 Years —
C Large Display •
" Well Lighted At Night 4
* Open Sunday Afternoons *
Greenfield
Phone 235-2293
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Rev. W. A. Smelting
SOUTH FULTON UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
The church building which is pictured above represents the
fulfillment of a long-awaited dream. The South Fulton United
Methodist Church would like to take this opportunity to share with
you the history of this dream.
In the months of 1965 a group of courageous persons met .to
consider the possibility and potential of a new United Methodist
Church to be located in South Fulton, Tennessee. On January 16,
1966 our Christian community first met for worship in a building
on Broadway Street adjacent to the South Fulton Cleaners. On
that January morning twenty-seven persons presented themselves
for charter membership, and the Church of Jesus Christ manifest-
ed itself in a new form!
From this inspiring beginning our congregation grew to its
present size of one hundred and twenty-eight members. For over
three years the members of our Church have attended Sunday
school and worship services at their Broadway Street address.
Sometimes the roof leaked, occasionally the old pews had to be
nailed back together, and the concrete floor was noisy - but the
dream of constructing a new church building never died.
In 1967 the site of the new building Was determined, and three
and one half acres of land were bought at 205 Orchard Drive. And
finally, on February 9, 1969 the South Fulton United Methodist
Church held a ground-breaking service at the Orchard Drive site.
Time passed quickly, and on August 31, 1969 the first services of
worship were held in the new sanctuary. The dream of a courage-
ous group of Christians had become a reality.
At a recent open house many persons of the Twin-City area
saw our new sanctuary and educational building. In the future we
hope that other persons will visit our new facility and share the
fellowship of this Christian community.
On Sunday, church school is held at 10:00 a. m., and worship
begins at 11:00 a. m. and 6:30 p. m. Youth groups meet at 5:30
p. m. on Sunday evening. Ort Wednesday, Bible study is held at
7:00 P. m.
The members of this Church are very proud of their new
sanctuary and educational building. But regardless of the joy and
pleasure which it brings to our lives, this structure which has been
erected at 205 Orchard Drive should not be confused with the
"Church."
For the Church is the people, and not the building. The build-
ing is only the facility which assists the Church (the people) in
fulfilling the mission of love. The church building is the place
where Christian people gather to be re-empowered for service in
the world. And if a Church limits its influence merely to those
activities which take place within its own walls, surely such a
Church has missed the calling of its Founder.
The South Fulton United Methodist Church is an enthusiastic
and growing community of Christians which gathers for Christian
study and worship at 205 Orchard Drive. But it is our prayer that
this Church does not exist merely for the preservation of its own
agenda of study and worship, for the mission of the Church also
includes a program of outreach. Wherever men cry out for mental
or physical freedom, wherever there is hunger and despair, where-
ever life offers no meaning, wherever tears go unnoticed, where-
ever hate, unconcern and apathy reigns - in all of these places andin a thousand more, the Church must minister.
It is the prayer of the South Fulton United Methodist Church
that we, along with the other Churches in the community, be given
the inspiration and courage to fulfill the high and holy ministry
which Christ has entrusted to His Church.
Photo - Courtesy of Gardner's Studio
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go Ti Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
A & P Food Store
Mears Street — Fulton
We are closed on Sunday
Hornbeak Funeral
302 Carr c"
Fulton, K.- A-1412
Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Ray Williams Insurance
207 Commercial 472-2430
Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday
Henry I. Siegel Company, Ins.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work
Dan -Cream, Inc.
West State Line
Fulton, Ky. 472-3657
Traveler's Inn Restaurant
Home Cooked Meals - Pies
Broadway So. Fulton 4799-1772
Evans Drug Company
The Revell Store
216 Lake Street 472-2421
K-N Root Beer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway So. Fulton 479-171)
State Line Fina Station
Leslie Eddington, owner
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut Flowers Green Florist Supplies
DIAL 479-1371
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
mm4 Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street 472-9072
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 236-2655
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy. 479-2191
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky. 472-3311
Curtis Electric Co.
Complete Electric Service
124 Morris 479-2173
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC694/2
Clinton, Ky. 653-2771
Burke, Mathias
Named To Area
All-Star Team
Dennis Burke, tight end, and
Carl Mathias, tackle, of the
South Fulton Little Red Devils,
were chosen by the Union City
Daily Messenger to the mythical
eleven all-star team of the
Obion River Junior High Con-
ference Tuesday night at the
annual bowl game in Union City.
Chosen for honorable men-
tion were Allen Dedman, Arthur
Misher, Chuck Halterman, Ron-
ald Williams and Jimmie
Bodker.
The conference is composed
of Union City, South Fulton,
Lake County, Dyer County,
Rives, Troy, Obion, Dixie and
Woodland Mills.
South Fulton ended the season
with a 6-2 record, placing
second in their division and
second in the conference. Union
City placed first in the same
division and Rives places first
in their division.
Tuesday night's game was
between Union City and Rives,
with Union City winning 28-24.
One-Day Clinic
At Mayfield For
Area Children
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for med-
ically indigent children will be
held in the FIRST PRESBY-
TERIAN CHURCH, 9th and
Broadway, Mayfield, on Friday,
November 21. This clinic will
serve patients from Ballard
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken
Counties.
Dr. Kareem Minhas, Direc-
tor of the Kentucky Children's
Heart Clinic, Children's Hos-
pital, Louisville, and other
physicians from the University
of Louisville School of Med-
icine, will conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Ken-
tucky Heart Association, the
Kentucky State Department of
Health and the County Health
Departments, the clinic pro-
vides a diagnostic service for
the patient, along with recom-
mendations for treatment and
management of the case. It
also provides an opportunity
for the referring physician to
consult with the clinician re-
garding his patient. The spon-
sors of the clinic are deeply
grateful to the First Pres-
byterian Church for allowing
the clinic to be held in its
facilities.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart Associ-
ation and the State Health De-
partment. Clinic personnel and
equipment will be provided by
the Graves County Health De-
partment as well as the State
Health Department and the Ken-
tucky Heart Association.
(Continued From Page One)
stitutional law.
Of course there is much that can be cited
in a case of law regarding this confiscation of
cigarettes.
I have been reading some interesting ma-
terial concerning "interstate compacts," but
nowhere is it specifically mentioned that such
compacts permit confiscation of property for
failure to pay taxes levied within a specific
governmental unit.
Not being a lawyer, though I wish I was,
I'm going to let this matter rest until I caln
get some specific cases where such interstate
compacts have proven air-tight, legally.
Well, let's talk about problems nearer
home.
I met an elderly lady Tuesday walking
home from the polls. She had trekked many
blocks to cast her vote in the Mayor's race.
Her eyesight is not good, and you know those
complicated voting machines are not the eas-
iest things to understand or operate.
She was disconsolate. She said she got in-
to the booth, didn't know how to operate all
those gadgets and stepped outside the curtain
to ask for help.
You know how that curtain is, you get
outside of it and all kinds of little things start
clicking; and when that happened, according
to the election officials, she violated her op-
portunity to vote. And they refused her an-
other ballot.
She couldn't tell me who made the deci-
sion and I would rather not reveal the polling
place, but I think the ballot should have been
voided and another opportunity given the lady
to exercise her right to vote.
I must ask about this.
Jubie Is Getting Famous
That's about the way it was with Jubie
Henderson. This nice guy has lived among us
for many years. Few people knew that he was
an artist of outstanding ability, although they
appreciated his work and wished him well.
Now the colorful Henderson prints are on
the market in a limited supply. People all over
this country are sending in orders fbr the
beautiful Red-Headed Woodpecker and the
Cardinal.
I took Jubie's prints to Frankfort and Lou-
isville a few week ago. Some very discerning
art lovers told me that they were outstanding,
even more distinctive than the Ray Harm
prints. And that's saying something, isn't it?
As a tribute to Jubie I think it would be
very nice to have his new prints in places of
honor in our homes, our offices and other
places where visitors and friends can see what
a real talented gentleman we have as a neigh-
bor and friend.
They'd make great Christmas presents
too!
Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky.
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.
(70;o4inir Oribia#
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(Continued from page 1)
posts to seek information, two
other Union women came up
and shut off the conversation.
A representative of the Union
International headquarters who
is here to participate in ne-
gotiations stated on a radio
broadcast Tuesday, that the 35c
hourly increase sought by the
Union would amount to $70,000
a year, plus more for fringe
benefits. This would add about
one-third to the present com-
pany payroll of $200,000 Mor-
gan stated.
Another meeting between the
Union and the Company was
scheduled for 9 a.m. today
(Thursday).
' Expertly Prepared • Wash-
ed Clean • Laboratory Test-
ed • Free Burning • Easy to
Fir. • Perfectly sized for
furnace, stove, stoker.
RACKIN"EM UP FOR THE LAST TIME: J. C. Stagg stands
in front of mall-sorting case at the Post Office last Friday as
he prepares to end his 40-year career as a carrier on Fulton
Route One.
WILBURN HOLLOWAY, a veteran of years in the Postal
Service, retired Friday as a carrier on Fulton Route Five.
Wilburn has also been a city carrier. Above picture, taken
last Friday, was his last in front of his mail-sorting case COO
The Fulton-South Fulton B
& PW Club held Its regular
meeting Tuesday night, No-
vember 4, at the Travelers Inn
Restaurant,
Anna Belle Edwards, Chair-
man of the Legislative Com-
mittee, introduced Joe W. John-
son, who made an interesting
and informative talk about
"Inequality of Justice in rep-
resenting the indigent and
Juvenile." A question and
answer period followed.
During the business session,
conducted by President Anna
Lou Caldwell, it was voted to
send Christmas gilts to Western
State Hospital at Hopkinsville,
and to sponsor a Girl Scout
Group.
The Murray 13 & PVv' Club
extended an invitation to the
local club to attend its Birth-
day party on the 20th of No-
vember. Any one wishing to
attend, contact Anna Lou and
she will make the reservations.
Mrs. Joe Johnson was a
visitor.
Hostesses for the evening
were Stella Jones, Chairman,
Faye McNatt, and Ruth Grooms.
FLEA MARKET '
The local B & PW Club will
sponsor a Flea Market Novem-
ber 7 - 8, at the old Beadles
Used Furniture Store on Fourth
Street between Pure Milk Co.
and Twin Cities Furniture
store. Anyone having clothing,
furniture articles, toys, etc.,
to donate, please bring it to
the place of sale on Thursday,
November 6. or call Mrs. Ber-
tes Pigue at 472-3796 and pick
up will be arranged.
The following were patients
in Fulton hospitals on Wednes-
day November 5:
HILI VIEW
Mrs. J. D Hales, Mrs.
Don Campbell, Mrs. Thomas
Exum, Mrs. Hubert Campbell,
L. D. Wright, Fulton; Mrs.
Ronald House and baby, Ronald
Coffman, Ray Lee Hayes, Mrs.
William Duncan, Mrs. Marian
Butler, William Duncan, Mrs.
David Hawk, South Fulton,
Ellison Nall, Mrs. Clifford
Mills, Clinton, Einvin Rowland,
Route 3, Fulton, Mrs. Lewis
Patrick, Route 4, Fulton, Jim
Pate Lee, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs.
Edwin McKnight and baby,
Route 3, Clinton, Mrs. Carl
Parrish, Martin, Mrs. Venita
Moss, Kenneth Hastings, Route
3, Martin, Mrs. Darude Wade,
Water Valley, Mrs. Fred Ray-
mer and baby, Union City, Mrs.
William Traywick, Bruceton.
FULTON
G. G. Bonds, Mrs. Elizabeth
Watkins, Mrs. Edell Hicks,
Mrs. Cleo Bushart, Ernest Car-
ver, Mark Austin, Mrs. Martha
Batts, Earl Collins, Mrs. Mary
Nowlin, Mrs. Janice Parks,
Mrs. Emma Tarver, Mrs,
Emily Nall, Mrs. Bertha Aus-
tin, Mrs. Pearl Hinkley, E. R.
Hefley, Jimmie Hale, Mrs.
Laverne Grissom, Bennett
Wheeler, Fulton; Elmer Hart,
Mrs. Lola Heathcock, Mrs.
Lydia Henderson, South Ful-
ton; Miss Sadie Muscovalley,
Oaicton; J. C. Walker, E. J.
Hall, Mrs. Almarine Yates,
Wayne Reilly, Water Valley;
Mrs. Ruth Russell, Mrs. Lydia
Whitlock, Wingo; Emmett
Acree, Lynnville; Mrs. Mary
Cruce, Cayce; J. W. McClana-
han, Crutchfield; Fred Mc-
Cord, Union City.
Branch Mill At Halls, Tenn - At Old Air Base
James, Dee and Harold Huev, Owners—
Manufacturers of Central Hardwood—Band-
sawn Lumber — Rough and Surfaced Lbr.
Buyers of Standing Timber and Logs.
Huev Brothers Lumber Co., Inc., has taken its place as
a leader in industry and progress of Tennessee and Kentucky.
the 
are e 
City 
eepcourd etroinclude them in our Business Review ofhe j
Their years of experience, coupled with their practical
knowledge of the lumber business has won for them
recognition from all the community.
They have contributed much tothe industrial, commercial
and agricultural development of this area and the surrounding
areas.
They have their tovm's interest at heart and have con-
tributed much to the growth of our area. If you have trees
or standing timber to sell, call them.
Vacancy - - -
(Continued from page 1)
of commissioners in the
selection of a city commis-
sioner to fill a permanent va-
cancy and a deadlock results
and continues for fifteen days
or longer, the city clerk shall
cause to be entered upon the
minutes of the board of city
commissioners a notice, recit-
ing the facts as to the exis-
tence of such a deadlock and
the question upon which it has
occurred and exists and there-
upon, unless an appointment to
fill such vacancy is immediate-
ly made, the mayor or mayor
pro tern, which ever shall
then be officially presiding,
shall make such an appoint-
ment.
Section 6. A vacancy shall
exist when an elective officer
falls to qualify, dies, resigns,
moves his domicile outside the
city, remains outside the city
for a period of six months, is
convicted of a felony, is
judicially declared insane or Is
removed from office in any
manner. The cities of second
and third classes elective of-
ficers must qualify within ten
days after receiving notice of
their election. The cities of
fourth class elective officers
must qualify on or before the
first Monday in January fol-
lowing the election.
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Tripp - - - -
(Continued from page 1)
his long record of volunteer
public service accounted for
a large measure of his sup-
port, even among voters who
are disinterested in the polit-
ical process, but interested in
the future of Fulton.
In commenting on his victory
on Tuesday Mr. Tripp told the
News: "I am going into the
office with absolutely no com-
mitments. From now until I
take office in January," he
said, "I intend to take a good
hard look at many situations
now existing in city govern-
ment to see what my first
priorities will be.
"I will make this state-
ment, however," he said, "and
that is to research the position
of City Manager. I want a man
there who knows the ins and
outs of the office. I intend to
work with Joe McCoy, City
Manager, very closely to de-
termine if every area of city
government is efficiently
served."
A football scholarship NJ
to be used at The University
of Tennessee at Martin ha)
been initiated by friends of
Carroll "Cotton" Pitts throud
memorial confributions m
on the occasion of his deat
September 1, according to Drç
Jack Mays, vice chancellor fol
development.
To date contributions total
Ing several hundreds of dol
lars have been forwarded t
Robert T. Meeks Jr., assis'
tant director of developmen
Persons interested in par
ticipating in the Carroll Pitt
memorial are sending thel
contributions to Mr. Meeks t
be placed in the UTM athleti4
scholarship funds.
Most of us consider fish pretty!
"cold fish" and not emotional 
But that's not true. Skin-divertsj
have seen fish actually blanch!
with fear.
NOW ... and receive your "BONDS" Money from The Hick-
man-Fulton R. E. C. C. or the Weakley County Electric System
while their respective "BONUS" offers are good.
(Bonus offers apply, of course, only to those residents living on
electric system lines).
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Proposed Tax
Rates Shown
On Income Table
WASHINGTON -The
following table compares feder-
al income taxes now paid and
those that would. apply under
the tax reform bill approved by
'the Senate Finance Committee,
WK BUT, rra
SELL and TRADE
Both New & Used
Shotguns. Pisgah*, Rifles
Buy your ammimittOn enolesalet
.22 AMMO SALE
-To introduce the
new MINI-MAG1
Liminimi;asaa
.22 Shorts ____ 65c Box
.22 Longs ____ 67c Box
.22 Long rifle 75c Box
(You must be IS years of ago
to purchase this ammo.)
Loader Sperling Goods
toaster Store, Upstairs
Fulton, Ky.
when it Is fully effective.
The income tax surcharge is
not included.
Married couple with two chil-
dren:
Income Present
Tax
Proposed
Tax
$3,000 0 0
3,500 70 0
4,000 140 65
5,000 290 200
7,500 687 576
10,000 1,114 958
12,500 1,567 1,347
15,000 2,062 1,846
17,000 2,598 2,393
20,000 3,160 2,968
25,000 4,412 4,170
Single person:
Income Present Proposed
$900 0 0
1,160 38 0
1,200 115 0
3,000 329 180
4,000 500 344
5,000 671 524
7,500 1,168 1,005
10,000 1,742 1,468
12,500 2,398 1,977
15,000 3,154 2,602
17,500 3,999 3,320
20,000 4,918 4,098
25,000 6,982 5,635
NOTE: The House-passed bill
and the one approved by the
Senate committee are identical
in their effect on families. They
would treat single persons dif-
ferently. The House bill would
provide more relief for single
persons 35 or older, widows and
widowers, less for single per-
sons under 35.
Friendly atmosphere and courteous service
You can dine and dance from
6: p. m. to • 12: p. m.
Serving Delicious Food
Featuring
THE CLASSICS
With Herb Cathey and his mellow Sax-
Thar. &I Sat. Niles, Nov. 6, 8
Located at the Park Terrace Motel on US 45-E.
South Fulton, Tenn. Reservations advised.
TIIE NE =MIUMW
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DOUG McCLURE
Adding ZAP
BALTIMORE, Md.
The Post Office, already trying
to put "ZIP" into the mail, will
try adding a "ZAP" by selling
precancelled Christmas stamps
this year.
The plan, being tested in Bal-
timore as well as Atlanta, Ga.,
Memphis, Tenn., and New Ha-
ven, Conn., will eliminate one
more step in the mail-handling
process that swamps the post
office each Christmas.
Postal officials said the sale
of precancelled stamps would
be expanded nationwide if the
test program proves effective.
FLEECE LINED
INSULATED
RUBBER
BOOTS
S6.99 pr.
Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake St. - Fulton, Ky.
FALL SEWING BONANZA
Beautiful BONDED ACRILYCS Plaids,
$ 2 49 ydTweeds, Stripes, Reg. $3.98 NOW ONLY • .
Odds and ends in BUTTONS, per card  3c
KETTLE CLOTH CLOSEOUT!
92 Price _ _ Only 2 Yds. $1.
POLYESTER KNITS
Real nice selection $3.88 YD.
Special reductions on all new and used Sewing Machines
(We repair all makes Sewing Machines)
New 
TV OFFER!
SINGER Portable TV
Only $19.95
With purchase of a new Golden
"Touch and Sew" machine; any
case or cabinet! 
FULTON SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phene 479-1922 701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton
Doug McClure To
Be At Telethon
Doug McClure, Trampas on
the television series "The Vir-
ginian," is coming to Paducat
to head the lineup of stars who
will perform on the annual
Lions Club-WPSD telethon, next
weekend.
In addition to being a versatile
actor and athlete. McClure is a
genuine cowboy. He broke broncs
as a teenager on a Nevada ranch
and performed in rodeos long
before his first television series,
"Overland Trail" with the late
William Bendix.
After a year with "Overland
Trail," McClure was cast as a
private eye in the adventure
series "Checkmate." Two years
later, he moved into his present
starring role in "The Virginian.'
McClure has just finished twc
major motion pictures, shot be-
tween seasons of the television
series. In one, he stars as a
pirate: in the other, as a crafts
U.S. Navy chief.
The ramrod of Shiloh Ranch
was born in Glendale, Calif., and
moved to the Pacific Palisades
3ection of Los Angeles when he
was three years old. There, he
owned his first horse and learned
the craft that would make him
a Western star.
He attended Santa Monica
Junior College and UCLA and
worked in television commer-
cials and a television production
before his motion picture debut
in "The Enemy Below."
McClure will appear on the
local telethon with singers Diana
Trask, Linda Bennett and Lynda
K. Lance, along with "Grandpa"
Jones, Don Cross and Dorothy
Olson.
The goal this year is $160.000.
The first successful cotton
textile mill in the U S was
built in 1790 by Samuel Sla
ter, an Englishman.
"A to Burning'
Law In Effect
Until Dec. 15
Kentucky's "no burning" law,
ghich prohibits the burning of
grass, leaves and debris except
between the hours of 9:30 p.m.
and 12 midnight, is in effect now
and will remain in effect until
December 15, according to Mc-
Cracken County Ranger Don
Franklin and Graves County
Ranger Jim Langston.
Anyone seen starting a fire
before 430 p.m. during the tire
season is subject to a fine of
$10-100. or a jail sentence from
10 days to 6 month, or both.
Division of Forestry towers
will be manned from 9 a.m. un-
til 4:30 p.m. daily and all smoke
will be checked.
Forestry personnel is seeking
the cooperation of everyone in
helping to prevent forest fires.
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CYCLAMATES?
Diet Pepsi
can do better
without them
••••
reg DIET PEPSI 10.4
Ntroillobb ahal
P ADO ED-NO 
CYCLAMATES! I
SUGAR 
4Soon you will be enjoying a new, better-tasting
Diet Pepsi-Cola with a "touch" of real sugar
and no cyclamates.
Recently there have been some unsettling news reports
about the artificial sweeteners (calcium and sodium cycla-
mate) used in most low-calorie beverages and a number of
other food products. In effect, the reports related possible
health hazards to human beings that could result from the
consumption of cyclamates.
Although the sweetener has up to now enjoyed approval
by the Federal Food and Drug Administration, no con-
sumer should be asked to worry or wonder about the food
or drink she buys for herself or her family.This is especially
true of soft drinks which people buy for pleasure more than
nutrition.
A New Diet Pepsi
Diet Pepsi-Cola, which has become the nation's most pop-
ular diet cola, was formulated in part of cyclamates and
was so labeled. But Pepsi-Cola Company cannot in good
conscience offer its customers any products about which
eyen the remotest doubt exists.
We have immediately formulated a completely new Diet
Pepsi which is not only free of cyclamates, but which tastes
noticeably better than our previous product. The secret is
sugar-pure, natural sugar-but an amount so insignifi-
cant that people who watch their weight will be drinking
and enjoying a true diet cola. And new Diet Pepsi offers a
genuine cola taste remarkably similar to Pepsi itself.
1401110111140
-40Y 
Is It Safe For Diabetics?
For some people even a teaspoon of sugar is considered
harmful. We are carefully labeling new Diet Pepsi cartons
and wraps in bold type (see above) to warn diabetics and
other persons who must restrict their intake of sugar that
the new product has SUGAR ADDED. If you are such a
person, we suggest you drink new Diet Pepsi only after
consulting your doctor.
Where And When Can You Get It?
We are moving just as fast as production and distribution
facilities permit. Within a few weeks, people in this area
will begin noticing our new Diet Pepsi cartons in their fa-
vorite stores. You will recognize them by a bright yellow
band containing the words: SUGAR ADDED-NO CY-
CLAMATES! The same band appears on the label of non-
returnable bottles. And, the phrase appears in a red-out-
line rectangle on the back of Diet Pepsi cans.
What About Other Diet Cola Brands?
We believe and we hope that other soft drink companies-
making diet colas or other diet flavors-will follow Pepsi-
Cola's lead by developing cyclamate-free beverages. Obvi-
ously, we take some satisfaction in our own readiness and
technical skill. But, the soft drink industry as a whole has
never been reluctant to modify its products for the benefit
of its customers.
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NEW DIET PEPSI. TRY IT...SOMEONE WILL BE WATCHING!
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The Big New Toy Store Is Open
Western Auto has expanded at 200 Lake Street and Tripled its toy display area.
for aR ages! estern Auto Associate Store forUSchnst
IYShop now from an entire
mas
A
tractiveSTORE t Fo yUsLoLf aol knfenwd; .a W
•:„ I202 LAKE ST. FULTON, KY.
—(Staff Photos by Pat Moynahain)
MSU HOMECOMING QUEEN — Miss Carol Anderson, Pa-
ducah, was crowned Homecoming Queen at Murray State
University, Saturday, by President Harry M. Sparks. Her
escort is Steve Larson, Malcomb, Ill., senior class president.
MSU Homecoming
Almost Memorial
' To Fats Everett
▪ By BILL POWELL, Sun-Democrat Roving Editor
7 MURRAY, Ky., — Murray State University's annual
homecoming today becomes almost a memorial to Congressman
-Robert A. (Fats) Everett, the staunch Murray State booster
:who died last Jan. 26.
A tribute to him Was a touch- cheerful, nostalgic, friendly
3rig part of the long, colorful touch Everett would have liked
lomecoming parade. most of all.
Hundreds in the giant crowd The parade unfolded in excel-
Wore lapel buttons showing they lent fashion, although some
had donated to a Fats Everett floats were dampened and some
Scholarship fund. brush-and-ink messages on them
At halftime of the game Con- faded with the moisture of last
Sressman Everett — who be-
j 
night's big rain.
In fact, some floats had to be ived his Murray teams should
withdrawn because of the rain,tever lose — wouldn't have liked
out what were there gave theIt all. Dr. Forrest Pogu e,
crowded parade route a treat.Perhaps Murray's most famous
graduate, read a memorial mes-
sage to the crowd about the Ten-
nessean, from Obion County, who
strode across the state line in
"the 1930s to adopt Murray State.
But the homecoming had the
The homecoming had a splash
af ceremonial display Everett
would have loved.
A highlight was the introduc-
:ion of Miss Carol Anderson of
Paducah, a pretty blue-eyed
blonde, as homecoming queen.
Also, the bands of Murray and
Eastern — MSU's unstoppable
(34-13) foe for the day, gave
stirring performances. At half-
time, Eastern unveiled a dra-
matic stunt — a baton twirler
twirling a baton flaming cm each
end jumping a flaming rope.
There were the usual break-
fasts, luncheons and get-togeth-
ers that mark homecoming, but
one stood out above all. It was
the reunion of the Leroy Offer-
man band of 1936-1939, a "big
band" that captivated the stu-
dents of that day with variations
of "smooth, sweet music" and
Sammy Kaye's "S wing and
Sway."
The band reassembled after
more than 30 years and had a
"jam session" Friday night.
Fourteen of the band members
were there. Paul Bryant was
there; he was an outstanding
pianist and composer-arranger
with the band. Bryant lost an
arm in World War 11; but he Is
high in a musical organization
where his inability to play
doesn't matter.
The homecoming crowd was a
mixture of the "young and the
aid."
The young graduates probably
looked like high school children
to the "old grads;" the oldtim-
ers probably looked like Spanish
American War veterans to the
"young grads."
Other congregations Involved
the "M" Club, which is Mur-
ray's staunch federation of ath-
letes. This produced the usual
cheerful performance of men
who had experienced glory on
the Murray gridiron and basket-
ball and other arenas; as usual
Calloway County's Bob (Hazel)
Miller, as he was known in the
1930s, was the guiding light.
Perhaps the parade, the game
and the formal meetings were
the key activities. But the main
,nterest was in the informal re-
anions — all over the campus,
along the parade route and at
the game—of people who had
come back to see old friends.
The football team of 1951 was
honored at halftime; this game,
light but aggressive team, won
the Ohio Valley Conference
championship for Murray. Most
team members came home for
the tribute.
The parade had the usual ex-
cellent exhibits of the fraterni
ties and the other organizations
at Murray State. It moved along
a route lined with maybe 10,000
people.
USED FURNITURE BARGAINS
i General
1 Electric
i Refrigerator
$27.50i
Full Size New
Foam Rubber
Mattress
$19.95
Walnut
Vanity
$14.95
Norge 36" i
Electric 1
Stove
Like New! I
$89.50 i
i Oak
I Square
1 Table$17.50
Frigidaire
Top Freezer
Refrigerator
$89.50
General
Electric
30" Range
$89.50
Walnut Dining I
Table I
5 Chairs 1
$52.50 i
1 3-Pc. Blonde
i Suite
1 Bedroom
al $69.50
Tappan Gas
Apt. Size
Range
$42.50
International
Harvester
Refrigerator
$44.50
Mah. Finish i
Dresser &
Bookcase Bed .1.
$67.50 1
i!
1 HardwickA 
Gas Range 
Like New
i
1 $69.50
L-
Antique
Bed and
Springs
$35.00
2-Piece
Living Room
Suites
$22.50 up
Kelvinator i
Refrigerator I
Top Freezer
$79.50 !
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FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Commercial Ave. 472-1533
From a reviewing stand on
Courtsquare, the Murray State
board of regents, members of
the student council and others
watched the colorful procession
The parade's memorial to Fats
Everett was the moment when
everyone fell silent.
Everett was honored as the
"fallen" leader—the way mili-
tary tributes are paid to top
iparto.
Gene Flood of Murray solemn-
ly led a pretty horse. The horse
was saddled but riderless. The
traditional boots were in the stir-
rups backward, as is the custom
for honoring fallen military lead-
en.
But on the saddle horn was
something extra, and very touch-
ng.
It was Fats Everett's hat—one
of those big, wide-brimmed hats
he liked to wear.
The hat carried the message
It was as If a masterful picture
of the man, or the man himself,
sat there in the saddle.
The hat could have belonged
to no one else.
Dr. Pogue, 1931 graduate of
Murray State, Is director of the
Gen. George C. Marshall Re-
search Foundation. He directs
the foundation in routine and
money-raising activities and is
writing his third volume of the
George C. Marshall story.
At halftime, Pogue said of
Everett:
"He was often referred to as
Murray's No. 1 alumnus. By his
dynamic personality, infectious
laugh and his physical size, he
used to dominate many informal
gatherings at homecoming.
"One year ago when home-
coming day arrived, one faithful
Murray State booster was miss-
ing; Rep. Everett had made
plans to attend but was gravely
ill. Hundreds of his friends,
knowing how loyally be had
come to these affairs, signed a
message to him. it was a tele-
gram eight feet long."
After Everett died, Pogue was
given the }oh of Inspecting his
Paper'.
GIRLS' 3-6X
SLACK
SETS
COTTON CORDUROY
SLACKS
WOVEN COTTON
SHIRTS WITH
ROUND or POINTED
COLLARS
BRIGHT
FLOWER
PRINT
TOPS
RED
BLUE
GREEN
LADIES' S-M-L
SHELL
TOPS
• 100'Yo NYLON KNIT
• ZIPPER BACK
• LONG SLEEVES
• MOCK OR FULL
TURTLE NECK
• FASHION COLORS
and BOLD STRIPES
SUPER VALUES! SUPER SAVINGS!
SPORT
SHIRTS
BOYS' 6-16
• IVY COLLARS
• LONG SLEEVES
• FALL COLORS
HEAVYWEIGHT
COTTON FLANNEL
SHIRTS
IDEAL FOR
WORK OR PLAY
MEN'S
SIZES
S-M-L-XL
• SANFORIZED
• 2 FLAP POCKETS
• COLORFUL
PLAIDS
3
WARMTH WITHOUT WEIGHT
QUILTED
JACKETS
100% NYLON SHELL
8-0Z. ORLON INSULATION
• ZIPPER FRONT CLOSURE
• TWO LARGE POCKETS
• KNIT COLLAR -CUFFS
Styled of Black nylor
with red quilt lining.
MEN'S S-M-L-XL
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USE THIS COUPON
1 COMPLEXION
BAR OF
•
•▪ 
Safeguard
FREE!••
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WITH THIS COUPON
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
OFFER EXPIRES NOV. 15th.
GOOD ONLY AT HIRSCH'S
UPH
FABRICS
5 TO 15 YARD LENGTHS
45-INCHES WIDE
Many decorator
patterns. Ideal for
slipcovers, Scotch-
garded. 88 SYD.
FIRST QUALITY
SWEAT
SHIRTS
MEN'S S-M-L-XL
CREW NECK STYLE
MEDIUM WEIGHT
SET-IN OR RAGLAN SLEEVES
100% COTTON•
CIRCULAR KNIT THERMAL
•
UNDERWEAR
• MEN'S SIZES: S-M-L-XL
• LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
• ANKLE LENGTH DRAWERS
• ▪ SHIRT OR
•
▪ DRAWERS
•
 EACH
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 1/8 1.19
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